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Abstract

Since the 2016 US presidential campaign of Donald Trump, the term “fake news” has 

permeated mainstream discourse. The proliferation of disinformation and false narratives on 

social media platforms has caused concern in security circles in both the United States and 

European Union. Combining latent Dirichlet allocation, a machine learning method for text 

mining, with themes on topical analysis, ideology and social identity drawn from Critical 

Discourse theory, this thesis examines the elaborate fake news environments of two well-known 

English language websites: InfoWars and Sputnik News. Through the exploration of the 

ideologies and social representations at play in the larger thematic structure of these websites, a 

picture of two very different platforms emerges. One, a white dominant, somewhat isolationist 

counterculture mindset that promotes a racist and bigoted view of the world. Another, a more 

subtle world order-making perspective intent on reaching people in the realm of the mundane.

Keywords: fake news, Sputnik, InfoWars, topical analysis, latent Dirichlet allocation

Od americké prezidentské kampaně Donalda Trumpa z roku 2016, termín “fake news” (doslovně falešné 
zprávy) pronikl do mainstreamového diskurzu. Šíření dezinformací a falešných zpráv na platformách sociálních 
médií vyvolalo bezpečnostní obavy jak ve Spojených státech, tak i v Evropské unii. Kombinace Latentní 
Dirichletovy alokace, metoda strojového učení pro sémantické analyzování textů, s tématy aktuálních analýz, 
ideologií a sociálních identit odvozenými z teorie kritických diskurzů, tato práce zkoumá komplikované 
zpravodajské prostředí tzv. fake news dvou známých webů v anglickém jazyce: InfoWars a Sputnik News. Skrze 
zkoumání ideologií a sociálních reprezentací ve větší tematické struktuře těchto dvou internetových webů se 
objevuje obraz dvou velice odlišných platforem. První, který je bělošsky dominantní, má poněkud izolacionisticky 
protikulturní způsob uvažování, což podporuje rasistický a bigotní pohled na svět. Druhý pak představuje 
nenápadnou perspektivu světového řádu, který se snaží zaměřit na obyčejné lidi.
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Introduction

Since Donald Trump's 2016 presidential campaign, the term “fake news” has a become 

mainstream term. While the concept of media using disinformation for influence is not new, the 

word has become greatly politicized since Trump took office, where the US president often uses 

it to discredit reputable news agencies that criticize his tactics. The current media landscape has 

also contributed to the proliferation of fake news. In the past decades, news organizations have 

had to cut back on reporters and other news staff in order to compete with the free news model 

provided by many websites, something I have witnessed first-hand as a professional journalist. 

Now with less professionally trained journalists in the field conducting original reporting 

combined with the amount of people getting their information from social media outlets, fake 

news has the potential to have significant impact on political policy and discourse.

Research regarding fake news has increased since it has caught the eye of international 

security agencies. Previous studies that have been conducted include measuring the level of 

people's exposure to fake news stories (Allcott & Gentzkow 2017) and the use of the term “fake 

news” as a floating signifier (Farkas et. al 2018). For this thesis, I explored the larger fake news 

environment, including how it represents certain events, through the use of topical thematic 

analysis. Taking inspiration from Critical Discourse theory when it comes to concepts like 

ideology, social identity and power struggle and combining it with a quantitative method for text 

analysis I delved into macro-thematic structure of two fake news websites, the American 

InfoWars and Russian Sputnik News.

Many believe that the majority of content fake news platforms spew out is related to 

conspiracy theories and hoaxes in somewhat racist and misogynist tones. However, while that 

applies to certain platforms, I found that the fake news realm can be much more vast than 

originally conceived.

Discourse Analysis

In order to carry out a comprehensive examination of the fake news environment, I draw 

inspiration from the discursive themes found in Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). The 

theoretical foundation of CDA takes the position that discourse, whether articulated through 

public actors, media, institutions and so on, plays a powerful role in producing and reproducing 
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power structures in society. Through the use of specific imagery, words, syntax, topics and more, 

social actors are able to replicate and disseminate certain ideologies and hegemonic concepts to a 

vast audience. CDA is a constructivist approach, where the true meaning of discourse lies deeper 

than just the face value of words. In this sense, language is seen as social practice (Fairclough, 

2001; Wodak & Meyer, 2009) that gives meaning to certain events, groups of people and their 

position in society. This meaning is established through an interplay between producers of such 

discourse, the text or speech itself and the consumer's interpretation. The “critical” element of 

CDA is that it examines this without discarding the context which produced such language. 

Instead, discourse must be regarded by taking the interconnectedness of certain events and other 

social factors into account. Ultimately, the theory seeks to investigate how and why certain 

discourse is constructed the way it is.

Central to the conceptualization of CDA is that language is the site for power struggle. 

Discourse goes beyond simple grammatical structures and word choice. As defined by CDA, 

discourse is language as it operates within the social context of everyday events and situations 
(Fairclough, 2001; Wodak & Meyer, 2009; Machin & Mayr, 2012). Language is strongly 

influential on how we view the world and is also influenced by the context of certain settings. 

For instance, the words you would use in a casual environment with friends may differ from the 

words you would choose if in a job interview or in a professional meeting with colleagues. In 

this way, language helps form and perpetuate society's attitudes and values, while also creating, 

preserving and legitimatizing certain social practices (Machin & Mayr, 2012). Producers of 

discourse make semiotic choices in their language which essentially serve to activate a specific 

broad framework which encourages those who consume these messages to see things a certain 

way. These discourses can serve to stress certain points of ideologies while covering up or 

downplaying others, something that it prevalent when looking at the topical analysis of fake 

news. Due to the constructive nature of language, CDA regards most discourse through the lens 

of power struggle.

However, the power of discourse is not one-sided. While such practices construct social 

identities and social positions as well as relationships between groups of people and the very 

systems of knowledge and belief most people exhibit (Fairclough, 1992), these concepts did not 

materialize in a vacuum. They were built upon by previous discourse as well as discursive 

practices occurring simultaneously. Politicians as well as fake news websites like InfoWars and 
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Sputnik can often be found repeating similar narratives. These concepts cannot be detached from 

their context, because they simultaneously inform and are informed by them. CDA defines this as 

the “dialectical relationship between discourse and social structure and a relationship between 

social practice and social structure” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 64). In this regard, discourse is molded 

by social structures, institutions and actors while also molding them.

CDA is largely concerned with structures of power and dominance and its links to social 

action. Some of its main principles support the idea that power relations are discursive, and that 

certain discourse performs ideological work by naturalizing certain meanings in different 

communities (Fairclough, 2003). CDA is also an avenue to explore social identities and their 

relation to ideologies since the ways we talk about specific people or events contribute to the 

social construction of how these are regarded (Van Dijk, 2000). These discursive themes along 

with CDA's conceptions of ideology and social identity, which will be discussed further, serve as 

the theoretical inspiration for my exploration of certain topics as well as the representations of 

specific actors, such as social justice warriors and migrants, and the underlying ideologies 

utilized by fake news websites. However, I did not formulate my research on the entire CDA 

conception as it is often confused with regular discourse analysis. Instead, I combine these 

notions with topical analysis similar to studies by Van Dijk as a means to illustrate the larger 

ideological environment at play on websites like InfoWars and Sputnik. 

Hidden ideologies in fake news

In addition to exploring power struggles, discourse also performs ideological work since 

various meanings contribute to the reproduction of certain structures of domination. The 

definition of ideology varies in certain fields, but a common one found in CDA identifies it as the 

implicit assumptions that manifest themselves in all areas of life, from social identities and 

relations to the physical world (Fairclough, 2001). A more cognitive definition is the shared 

social cognitions or beliefs of a specific group or community (Van Dijk, 2000). Often taken for 

granted, ideologies prove to be more powerful when less visible and are often tied to upholding 

power relations. Ideologies achieve a level of invisibility through the process of naturalization, 

where they can transform and be regarded as common sense. This process is often an effect of 

power, and discourse plays a significant role in the naturalization and reproduction of these 

ideologies.
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An essential element that cannot be overstated in the orchestration of ideology is the role 

of interpretation. Ideologies are not often explicitly stated in texts as opposed to subsumed into 

their background. Although, as will be explored in the case of InfoWars, ideologies can also be 

fairly explicit. Producers create text using certain implicit assumptions of how they observe the 

world at least as far as the focus of a speech or article goes. Then, consumers read the article with 

these assumptions while also relating their own assumptions to their interpretation of the text. 

Consequently, text interpretation is an interpretation of another's interpretation (Fairclough, 

2001). Producers do not have to explicitly spell out certain kinds of social dynamics or events 

because it is understood that readers will fill in these gaps themselves in their consumption. 

Editors such as Paul Joseph Watson from InfoWars and Prison Planet might write an article about 

a fairly neutral topic, such as a doxing database, but his far-right counter-culture ideology will 

inform how he frames people and events in a story, and readers familiar with his work will be 

able to fill in the gaps of certain social relations he might allude to but not explicitly state. Texts 

often rely on these assumptions for persuasive reasons. Propaganda draws on these kinds of 

tactics all the time. Ultimately, Fairclough explains the operation of ideology as the constant 

imposition of certain assumptions on producers and consumers without their awareness of it 

(2001). While this makes the role of interpretation incredibly important, it also makes it nearly 

impossible to measure.

Although there is no distinct way to calculate the interpretation of certain discursive 

practices, CDA scholars like Van Dijk link the individual with society through the concept of 

social cognition. The assumption is that humans tend to categorize how they feel about certain 

people, events and so on. These attitudes are partially formed by experience but also by socially 

shared opinions. These social cognitions can be considered the “operating systems” (Van Dijk, 

1993) of people's perception which shape and evaluate certain social attitudes. After all, the 

majority of the public might never come in direct contact with the institutions or people targeted 

in specific discursive practices, and so much of their knowledge is based on their understanding 

of social attitudes and their exposure to certain kinds of discourse that permeate their reality. 

Individuals are able to translate these ideologies into their ongoing experiences through the use 

of what Van Dijk refers to as context mental models (2000), which consist of current events they 

are a part of as well as their own set of knowledge, attitudes and beliefs.
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It should not be forgotten that many of the institutions and producers of certain discourse 

have a direct stake in the social structure they talk about. CDA asserts that the practice of 

institutions provide material forms of ideology, which are communicated through discourse. 

InfoWars creator Alex Jones, as will be discussed further in the section on data, has a clear stake 

in espousing an ideology of anti-globalist alt-right conspiracy theories as it serves to make him 

money by selling products. Sputnik is no different in that its interference in certain countries 

directly benefits its domestic image. While cultures that have clearly defined power structures in 

place might have less competition with other ideologies, most societies have some degree of 

ideological diversity. For this reason, ideologies compete for the position of dominance in order 

to be uncontested and appear as common sense.

Ideology in language is closely linked to power relations, shown by when a certain 

ideology becomes so prevalent that it appears as common sense. When certain assumptions 

appear normal, awareness of inequalities at one's expense are more difficult to spot, and such 

awareness would challenge the stability of said ideology and cease to appear as common sense 

(Fairclough, 2001). For example, a common complaint of minority groups is that they often find 

themselves represented in a negative light in the mainstream media either by mostly focusing on 

problems like crime or immigration, or being erased from the scene altogether (Van Dijk, 1991). 

Their awareness of their social subjugation in discourse is an indication that other conflicting 

ideologies exist where this is not considered normal. The easier it is for the reader to fill the gap 

assumptions of a text without challenging the validity of its claims, the more secure an ideology 

is and the easier it is to be reproduced, not just by text producers but by its consumers 

(Fairclough, 2001). However, Spuntik and InfoWars discourse can by no means be considered 

the dominant discourse of society and therefore their ideologies are more apparent, especially 

when looking at their topical makeup.

A powerful example of how ideology is deeply embedded in language is to look at the 

meanings of specific words. While word meaning might appear to be fixed, their definitions are 

often the result of ideological struggle and context. Take the word “globalist.” The superficial 

definition of this word is one who tries to observe and understand the modern world through the 

interconnectedness of international systems. When looking at the results of globalization, it 

might be deemed a good thing to think like a “globalist.” However, the meaning of “globalist” 

has been largely vilified by fake news websites like InfoWars and other populists as the culprit of 
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many contemporary political issues. In this sense, these two opposing ideologies are using the 

same word but for very different purposes. Word meanings are not observed in isolation, but also 

depend on their relation to other words, thus building meaning systems (Fairclough, 2001) where 

a fixed definition is often the result of a power struggle between conflicting ideologies. Shown 

by the “globalist” example, the meanings of words can constrain discourse as well as the 

knowledge and beliefs that employ those words.

While ideological implications of such analysis is considerable, that does not mean that 

their impact is obvious. As mentioned previously, a limitation of text analysis is that it is difficult 

to assess the interpretation of the text consumer, who can be immune to the effects of ideologies. 

Social identities as represented in fake news

Naturalization of discursive types also plays a role in constructing social identities. Over 

the course of time, certain dominant discourse types can place people in subject positions, such 

as man and woman, doctor and patient or supervisor and subordinate. Social identity is seen as 

the ideological effect of one's subjecthood through various discursive practices (Fairclough, 

2001). A characteristic of many ideologies is to pit Us, the social in-group, against Them, the 

out-group (Van Dijk, 2000), which is not surprising knowing that they are a site of power 

struggle. This can ultimately be constraining in that social identities can be viewed as 

commonsensical and not socially constructed, and can restrict social relations and consolidate an 

image of particular kind of social order.

For some, ideology is closely linked with social identity and position in society. 

Ideologies can serve as form of social representation of the Self and the Other by defining the 

social representations of particular social groups. Media itself, whether fake news websites or 

legitimate news organizations, are one of the most influential participants in this relationship. 

Without websites, newspapers or radio and television broadcasts, many elite organizations and 

actors would have no means to distribute their ideologies. Social attitudes inform the various 

scripts that come into play when talking about certain subjects. When looking at immigration, 

where several scripts exist (Van Dijk, 1993) that have been repeated over and over again, such as 

the story of illegal residence or immigrants being a drain on the welfare system and taxpayer. 

Many of this scripts about migrants and minorities are repeated in InfoWars and Sputnik. 

Stereotypical and reductive representations in media are often reproduced to the point that they 

become normalized and part of the social attitude toward a group of people. Representations of 
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social actors, like ideologies, are indicative of the power relations that are communicated in 

discursive practice.

However, Fairclough warns about taking this too far. One of the criticisms of post

structuralist and post-modernist perspectives is that identity is constructed by discourse, but this 

is limiting because it strips people of their agency in certain events. People are not just passive 

recipients of this social construction; they are also agents whose participation in such events can 

also shape and mold discursive practices. Furthermore, identity cannot be reduced to social 

identity because it fails to capture the complexity of social roles at play (Fairclough, 2003). Also, 

social subjects are not unitary, and people are not always conscious of being socially positioned. 

Topical analysis of discourse

This notions of ideology and social identity will be kept in mind during the investigation 

of topics in fake news. Topical analysis gives a glimpse at the larger, global meaning and 

ideologies behind the document as they are defined as “semantic macrostructures” (Van Dijk, 

2001, p. 102) derived from the local meanings of texts. Not only do they embody the most 

important information of a collection of documents, they also can explain the overall coherence 

as well as give evidence of the macro-propositions of a corpus. Beyond that, topical analysis 

assists in placing certain discourse in the larger world context that exists outside the realm of the 

documents themselves.

Due to the fact that topics require multiple documents for their formation, they provide 

important insights when tracing the values and attitudes of certain media. Professional 

newsrooms typically have editorial standards for how they select stories they consider to be 

newsworthy, and fringe websites like InfoWars and Sputnik are no different. Considering how 

ideologies manifest themselves without detection in producers of such content, examining the 

overarching topical structure of a collection of documents enables one to witness the interplay of 

professional, social and cultural ideologies (Van Dijk, 1991) that are enacted when deciding if 

and how to topicalize certain events. Examining the overall thematic structure of a corpus 

through topics sheds light on how subjects like migration, elections, racism and so on are 

conceptualized, articulated and disseminated.

Topics are rarely continuous and linear, but often hierarchical in nature. Texts seldom 

exhibit only one topic, but rather levels of topics that relate to each other and having differing 

importance. An InfoWars story about social media censorship might be a sub-topic of a larger 
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topic about liberal elites seeking to control and silence independent voices. Or a story about 

negotiations in Syria might be a small part of a larger topic about Russia balancing against 

Western powers in the Middle East. As topics are often organized by importance, relevance and 

newsworthiness (Van Dijk, 1991) examining the macro-structure of topics as well as what topics 

are emphasized compared to those that are diminished helps flesh out the overall beliefs and 

attitudes of fake news websites.

Although difficult to research, another useful element of topical analysis is looking at 

what is being left out of a topic. As will be described in further detail, while InfoWars often 

covers acts of violence against Trump supporters at the hands of liberals, violence enacted by 

Trump supporters is largely ignored since it would be counterintuitive of their overall theme of 

liberal hypocrisy. InfoWars demonstrates this bias again with their coverage of racial 

discrimination, choosing instead to focus on instances of prejudice against white people and 

ignore a long legacy of racial inequality in the United States. Ultimately, the largescale 

investigation of such topics and what they include and exclude can help uncover what speakers 

and organizations gravitate toward and what kind of discourse has the most impact.

Due to this global perspective topical analysis provides, I employed this method as the 

starting point to examine the ideologies in place and articulated in InfoWars and Sputnik. Once 

the overall topical structure was explored, I looked into specific texts that exemplified certain 

topics and explored representations of certain social actors that recurred in the corpora.

Methodology

While these CDA themes provide a theoretical backbone for this research, its interpretive 

nature leaves it somewhat lacking when it comes to a precise but largescale technical 

methodology. Discourse analysis in general is often criticized for a lack of external validation, 

possible over generalization and researcher bias as well as cherry picking certain cases for 

analysis. Considering these drawbacks, I took a multi-method approach by combining this theory 

with a quantitative method for text analysis in order to better fill in these holes.

The method chosen is known as probabilistic topic modeling, developed by David Blie. 

Topic modeling is a group of algorithms that analyze large sets of documents in order to discover 

thematic information through the exploration of word co-occurrence. Topics are uncovered from 

the original documents after pre-processing to reduce unnecessary noise in the text. The 

approach is a generative process that can reveal hidden variables otherwise unknown to the 
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researcher (Blie D. , 2012), which is described in more detail further below. Unlike other 

methods like keyword analysis or corpus linguistic collocations, topic modeling looks at word 

co-occurrence throughout the entire corpus as opposed to a single document or within a span of 

several words like other methods (Brooks & McEnery, 2019; Murakami, Thompson, Hunston, & 

Vajn, 2017; Blie D. , 2012). This approach lends itself well to the theories employed in that it can 

reduce research bias and allow for meticulous study of a large number of documents in a 

systematic way.

When properly utilized, topic modeling combined with certain discourse analysis 

principles becomes a powerful analytic tool for researchers since it alleviates much of the 

qualitative framework's deficiencies. As discussed in earlier sections, discourse analysis 

examines the discursive processes where meaning is formulated and communicated to a larger 

audience. CDA in particular draws on the context surrounding the production and consumption 

of texts, and seeks to understand how certain discourse is normalized as well as the 

interconnectedness between discourse and social practice (Fairclough, 1992; Wodak & Meyer, 

2009). However, researchers are unable to analyze the massive number of documents in some 

corpora due the close reading required, opting instead for scrutinizing a smaller set of documents 

that illustrate a certain break in the usual “hegemonic repertoires” (Jacobs & Tschotschel, 2019). 

This can lead to the possibility of the researcher over generalizing the importance of a certain 

document within a large collection of documents since there is no exact way to weigh its 

significance.

Topic modeling conversely is able to quantitatively place a certain document within the 

larger text environment because topics are essentially defined as probability distributions of 

terms within the corpus. Researchers recently demonstrated this in a working paper on Sputnik's 

Czech language version that examined 40,000 documents. They discovered that securitizing 

language was less common and simplistic than originally thought, while most content instead 

focused on banal tabloid features, a revival of slow living and subtle order-making (Špelda, 

Střítecký, Vostal, & Hynek, 2019). As this shows, not only can researchers analyze a certain 

topic itself, they can also evaluate its prevalence against the larger ecosystem within the corpus.

A common criticism of topic modeling is that when used on its own, researchers could 

sacrifice important contextual information that would alter the results of their analysis. The 

process itself requires removing grammatical noise that would overpower the quantitative 
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significance of the model. Words are often reduced to their basic forms and functional words like 

“and” or “the” are removed altogether. Stripping these terms of their grammatical context runs 

the risk of overlooking nuanced information about the documents in the corpus, which goes 

against much of corpus linguistics findings. For example, words like “but” or “however” might 

appear as grammatical noise, but they demonstrate important contrasting features of an 

argument. Similarly, the word Muslim as an individual and Muslims as a group have been shown 

to be indexed in different discourses (Brooks & McEnery, 2019). The latent Dirichlet allocation 

model which I am using also assumes the documents are a “bag or words” (Blei & Lafferty, 

2005; Blie, Ng, & Jordan, 2002; Blie D. , 2012) where word order is not important. However, in 

certain circumstance word order can dramatically alter the meaning of a sentence. Furthermore, 

Van Dijk (1993) also says that words should never be examined in isolation, but over the course 

of sentences and paragraphs. So processing the corpus to leave these elements out might seem 

overly simplistic for in-depth analysis.

While this is a valid comment about topic modeling, I argue that this method should in no 

way be left to its own devices when analyzing a corpus, nor should word assignments to a topic 

be left unscrutinized. In fact, topic modeling can allow for large scale analysis without 

sacrificing the context of words within the texts when used hand-in-hand with a theoretical 

themes like the ones I outlined. For proponents of CDA, the meaning of a word is not inherent, 

but derived from the context in which it is used (Van Dijk, 1993). Topic modeling algorithms 

discover topics with the assumption that documents are a combination of multiple topics and that 

multiple words can be attributed to a specific topic, and can predict how likely it is for a given 

topic to appear in the dataset. In my InfoWars corpus a common word that appeared was the term 

“prison.” In isolation, one could draw many conclusions about the meaning of this term, from the 

image of mass incarceration and the prison industrial complex. However, once the topic 

modeling algorithm was applied, it revealed that the term “prison” was actually attributed to Paul 

Joseph Watson, the far-right conspiracy theorist and editor of Prison Plant, a branch of the 

InfoWars website. This demonstrates how words within the corpus can be placed within its 

context and evaluated on its collocation with other words. This has been done before in a study 

of British media, Gerlinde Mautner used text mining to demonstrate how negative depictions of 

the unemployed were often used in the context of specific identities, such as youths as opposed 

to housewives (2009). Another example from the InfoWars corpus is the word “white” which 
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appeared in one of the topics. “White” could apply to race, but also be connected to the White 

House. A quick analysis of collocations show that “white” most often collocates with the words 

“black,” “people,” “racist,” “privilege,” “racism,” “color,” “racial,” supremacist,” “skin,” and 

“house.” Most of the race related terms collocate with “white” 30 percent or more. Even though 

word order can fundamentally change the meaning of a sentence, many argue that these 

sentences are empirically rare (Grimmer & Stewart, 2013) and so this approach enables 

researchers to discard words that could adversely offset their model's outcome. These instances 

demonstrate how large-scale text analysis can be conducted without losing the contextual 

components essential to CDA.

Topic modeling is also criticized for how it defines a topic, especially when looking at the 

coherence of words within a particular topic. Concepts like “theme” and “coherence” can be 

vague and loosely defined (Brooks & McEnery, 2019) leading to over assumptions by the 

researcher. When studying the word lists generated by topic modeling, some topics might appear 

more understandable to the casual reader while others might not seem related at all. Bearing in 

mind that the algorithm I am using is designed to reveal hidden topics, it might seem illogical to 

a human why certain words were assigned to a specific topic. Taking InfoWars again, one topic 

generated included words associated with promoting social media, like “follow,” and 

“subscribe.” While the connection between these words are apparent, they give very little 

information about the topic itself except that InfoWars promotes itself via social media, 

something that is already very apparent. Other words might not appear to be related at all. The 

researcher could then look for topics that do not exist and draw assumptions just based on seeing 

certain words grouped together, which cancels out the issue of cherry picking and mitigating 

bias.

While this is a drawback of the method, this issue is magnified when it is not paired with 

a theoretical framework and instead taken in isolation. Epistemologically speaking, topic 

modeling is a worthy complement to discourse theory since it still requires a good amount of 

human interpretation, despite the methodological approach to the text analysis being inductive. 

The generative process of the algorithm is described more in the following sections, but it is 

important to keep in mind that the algorithm is unsupervised. There are mathematical ways to 

define the number of topics to mitigate bias before carrying out the analysis. Topic modeling 

represents patterns of language (Jacobs & Tschotschel, 2019) that are prevalent within the 
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corpus, but still in need of interpretation. The quantitative analysis gives a breakdown of which 

topic was assigned to each word, allowing the researcher to avoid focusing too much on 

idiosyncrasies as well as giving some (but not complete) insight into how the meanings of certain 

words were established in context with specific examples from the corpus. This paired with other 

techniques, such as investigating common collocations in a text or topic, can aid researchers in 

their quest for context and meaning.

So while topic modeling is a powerful algorithm, it goes without saying that it should not 

be utilized as a tool without hands-on analysis from a human. While the algorithm does the 

heavy lifting in terms of the text analysis, the researcher in no way disappears behind the 

method. All the parameters, which are highly influential on the results of the model, are set by 

the researcher. Furthermore, validation of the model's results should be conducted by both 

statistical verification as well as hands-on verification. Machine learning itself operates outside 

of the social realm, but discourse does not. The model can categorize certain words, but it 

operates independently of the symbolic structures that permeate society. Ultimately, while an 

algorithm can suggest linkages between certain terms and topics, it is still up to the interpretive 

power of the researcher to determine their meaning and context.
InfoWars: “There's a War for Your Mind”

When looking at the fake news phenomenon in the United States, InfoWars is one of the 

first websites that springs to mind. The InfoWars website is the work of alt-right conspiracy 

theorist and radio host Alex Jones. Launched in 1999, InfoWars was considered a fringe website 

but has gained immense traction with readers thanks to social media. The 2016 presidential 

election especially boosted its public profile. In December 2016, the website garnered 10 million 

unique visitors, more than Newsweek, The Economist and National Review, the US's premiere 

conservative magazine (Beauchamp, 2016). In 2017, Jones employed 75 people plus 10 

contractors (Williamson & Steel, 2018). Although eventually de-platformed for hate speech, the 

InfoWars website has gained much of its success through Jones' role in the dissemination of 

conspiracy theories and fake news, which has resulted in several acts of violence, as well as his 

currying favor with many Republican and conservative leaders in the United States.

The false information spread by InfoWars has proven in more than one circumstance to 

be dangerous. In an interview with Vox Media, Director of the Anti-Defamation League's Center 

on Extremism Mark Pitcavage described Jones as a man who “can take nothing and turn it into a 
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real world problem because his followers can then go act on things” (Beauchamp, 2016). His 

followers have done just that. In 2002, InfoWars published their report on Bohemian Grove, an 

exclusive retreat in California for elite politicians and businessmen, claiming it was the location 

of occult rituals involving child abuse. A man later set fire to the property, citing the InfoWars 

story as his motive (Williamson & Steel, 2018). InfoWars is also behind the “Pizza Gate” 

conspiracy, which alleges that the Clintons among other powerful Democrats were operating a 

child sex trafficking ring out of a pizzeria in Washington D.C. A man with a rifle entered the 

establishment and fired a gunshot, in hopes of rescuing children being held hostage (Beauchamp, 

2016; Williamson & Steel, 2018). InfoWars has also claimed that 9/11 was an inside job and that 

the Sandy Hook Elementary shooting, which took the lives of 26 people, was a false flag 

operation meant for the government to take civilians' guns. Jones and his website propagates the 

anti-globalist idea that a secret cabal is slowing taking over the world. With the exception of 

Trump, Jones is deeply suspect of most politicians, casting them as accomplices in making the 

way for this “New World Order.” The website's tagline used to be “There's a war for your mind.”

Adding further legitimacy to InfoWars is the fact that Alex Jones has been able to nurture 

close relationships with several Republican leaders as well as Trump himself. This began when 

the Drudge Report, the mainstream conservative blog made famous by breaking the Monica 

Lewinsky scandal in 1998, began linking out to InfoWars throughout the Obama 

Administration's time in office. When Donald Trump ran for president, his “drain the swamp” 

rhetoric resonated with Jones and the then presidential candidate was featured on The Alex Jones 

Show during the campaign. Following the 2016 shooting at the pizzeria, Michael Flynn Jr., son 

of Trump's national security advisor at the time, defended the PizzaGate theory and Trump 

himself has repeated false information commonly featured on Jones' site, including that Ted 

Cruz's father was involved in the JFK assassination and that Supreme Court Justice Antonin 

Scalia might have been murdered (Beauchamp 2016). While InfoWars is considered to be a fake 

news site, its connection to mainstream outlets and public officials has elevated it and given it a 

veneer of legitimacy in many people's minds.

Recognizing the threat of Jones' false claims, many social media platforms banned his 

channels for violating their terms of agreement. By August 2018, Facebook, Apple and YouTube 

shutdown Jones' pages, his main means of distribution, for posts that included hate speech 

toward transgender people, immigrants and Muslims, as well as for glorifying violence (Riley 
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2018). While this has delivered a severe blow to Jones' reach on the Internet, it has not deterred 

him. His website is still actively spinning content related to the recent coronavirus pandemic and 

more.

Regarding its production cycle, InfoWars, like most blogs, has a fairly low amount of 

original reporting. Most of its content appears to be reactions to items found on social media 

channels, like YouTube and Twitter, or to mainstream news stories where quotes are often taken 

out of context. Sometimes this is combined with original interviews and additional reporting. 

While this is not an uncommon practice in online journalism, it is important to note because the 

production of content speaks to the kinds of social events and people the website seeks to 

topicalize. It is telling of the ideology behind the scenes by its choice of specific actors and 

events. In addition to this, these kinds of practices make it easier to spread inaccurate 

information with little accountability even in cases InfoWars is not the original source.

While there are several writers who produce content for InfoWars, the websites main 

contributor is Paul Joseph Watson. Watson is the author of more articles than any other writer in 

the corpus, with 34 percent of the articles under his byline. Originally from Sheffield, England, 

Watson began following fringe media in his late teens when he became a fan of David Icke, 

“Britain's granddaddy of conspiracy theories” (Hines, 2018), and emerged as Alex Jones' protégé 

in the early 2000s. Since Jones began fostering relationships with Trump during his presidential 

campaign, many of Watsons' colleagues have described him as becoming more racist and 

Islamophobic (Hines, 2018). He was one of the alt-right conspiracy theorists largely responsible 

for disseminating the hoax that Hillary Clinton was severely ill during the 2016 election 
(Townsend, 2017; Cheadle, 2016).

While Jones' anti-globalist ideology is always prominent on the website, it is important to 

note that his media platform also serves a financial purpose. The majority of InfoWars' funding 

comes from sales of health-enhancements and survivalist products that Jones constantly 

promotes in his content. In 2018, The New York Times estimated that Jones collects $20 million a 

year from his business (Williamson & Steel). His company InfoWars Life sells natural health 

remedies including mineral supplements, fish oil and much more. Unlike state-sponsored fake 

news channels like Sputnik, InfoWars primary goal is to make money. Whether you are 

protecting yourself from coronavirus or fluoride in your water, which Jones claims is used for 
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mind control (Lee, 2018), the InfoWars Life store is there to sell you a cure. Jones is more of a 

profiteer who uses his ideology to incite fear and sell products.
Sputnik News: “Telling the Untold”

Sputnik News launched in 2014, replacing RIA Novosti, Russia's reputable international 

news agency which disbanded the previous year. When it was first unveiled, Foreign Policy 

dubbed it the “Buzzfeed of Propaganda,” noting its use of a smarter, more cheeky and Internet 

savvy approach (Groll, 2014) to news similar to that of click-bait websites. Operating under the 

state-owned Rossiya Segodnya media agency, Sputnik includes radio broadcasting and a robust 

online presence with content in more than 30 languages. According to its website, it broadcasts 

more than 800 hours per day all over the world, including in Washington D.C. and the 

Midwestern town of Kansas City, Missouri in the United States (MacFarquhar, 2020). Many 

popular conservative voices grace the Sputnik staff, including American broadcaster Lee 

Stranahan, who is mostly known for his work for the far-right political website Breitbart News 

and joined the radio show in 2017. The organization took its name from the Russian satellite that 

orbited the Earth in 1957 (Rutenberg, 2017), conjuring images of the Cold War era.

Much like its namesake, Sputnik's content focuses on making the West appear weak. 

Together with Russia Today, its more traditional cable network counterpart, it forms a 

coordinated effort in Russia's ongoing information war. In 2013, Putin described the two news 

agencies as a way to “break the monopoly of the Anglo-Saxon global information streams” 

(Rutenberg, 2017). Sputnik is particularly popular in regions where the quality of independent 

journalism is low and there is a lack of international media like the BBC, such as the Western 

Balkans (Flock, 2018). This allows Russia significant opportunity to wield influence in regions 

where it is wary of European Union or NATO expansion or what it deems as other acts of 

Western intrusion. Its tagline is “telling the untold.”

The goal is to represent Western countries and institutions like the United States, the EU 

and NATO as weak by casting doubt in political leadership and nurturing internal divisions. They 

achieve this by using the facade of legitimate journalism to mingle truth and untruth. Their 

reporters often look for European parliamentary members who express Euroscepticism and 

hostility to the mainstream (Nimmo, 2016) to highlight in their articles. They also indulge in 

conspiracy theories. Some of these include that Seth Rich, a Democratic National Committee 

staffer who was murdered during a botched robbery, was the one who had leaked the DNC 
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emails to WikiLeaks and that the government was trying to cover it up; and that the 2017 sarin 

gas attack in Syria was actually a hoax (Feinberg, 2017). In addition to running content like this 

on their websites, their reporters are also prompted to ask questions in official press conferences 

in order to frame the conspiracy theory as legitimate and make the politician answering the 

question appear dishonest. Leaving his job at the D.C. branch of Sputnik after five months, 

American journalist Andrew Feinberg wrote about his time there:

“...the stories I was told to cover invariably could be used to push narratives that 

the U.S. government is hypocritical, corrupt and lacks the moral standing to confront 

Putin's dictatorship on human rights or any other similar issue.” (2017) 

These kinds of displays, even when unsubstantiated or not followed up on, do their part when 

sowing seeds of doubt with the public by using the journalism establishment to give the 

semblance of authenticity to these questions when in fact, it is all a facade.

Like InfoWars, Sputnik has also been successful at trickling into the mainstream 

consciousness. In 2016, protesters stormed the state courthouse building in western Berlin over a 

prosecutor's failure to indict three Arab men for the rape of a 13-year-old girl from the Russian- 

German community, according to a report by The New York Times. It was later revealed that the 

rape allegation was false, but Sputnik continued to frame the story as the dangers Middle Eastern 

refugees posed to Germans and accused the police of a cover-up (Rutenberg 2017). The public 

outcry continued. Another example it during the United States presidential election, Trump's 

campaign chair Paul Manafort repeated Sputnik's false claim that a NATO base in Turkey was 

under attack by terrorists during an interview with CNN's State of the Union. This has been the 

goal of propaganda since its creation. While tidbits of disinformation begin on a fringe website, 

eventually through repetition of these false narratives it begins to infect the mainstream until 

eventually a seemingly trustworthy person or organization ends up repeating it to the masses.

Compared to InfoWars, Sputnik's tone is exceedingly more journalistic. It avoids the use 

of many reporting verbs that indicate its bias, and imitates the more traditional mainstream news 

media. While there is a considerable number of articles that aggregate news from other sources, 

Sputnik also produces a considerable amount of original reporting compared to reaction-based 

commentary like InfoWars. While the website contains much more entertainment content, its 

ideologies are much more obscure than InfoWars.
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Considering these characteristics of these fake news websites, topical analysis should 

provide interesting insights into their means of constructing certain identities and framing certain 

issues. While they share several features, including their success at infiltrating the mainstream 

media, their widespread popularity with their audiences and their attraction to certain conspiracy 

theories, these sites also provide several contrasting aspects as well. InfoWars is primarily a 

profiteering operation while Sputnik has more ambitious aims of political upheaval. Regionally, 

InfoWars presents a primarily American perspective, while Sputnik is more global. These two 

sites provide a rich dataset that could shed light on how certain narratives have taken hold of 

contemporary political discourse.

Pre-processing and building the corpus

In order to build the corpora for InfoWars and Sputnik, I employed the use of several 

programming tools to enable me flexibility when it came to the modeling portion of my research. 

First, I used an open source Python script called News Please and scraped the InfoWars and 

Sputnik websites until I had a corpus of 6,538 documents for Info Wars and 6,544 documents for 

Sputnik. While this is a relatively small number of documents for a corpus, I was limited in my 

computational capacity. Also the News Please gave me limited control on how I could scrap the 

articles, and so while this is a good number of documents for text analysis, it is not the entire 

website. For InfoWars, the articles were published between 2008 and 2019 and for Sputnik 

between 2014 and 2019. My goal was to build a large enough set of data in order to explore the 

fake news environment in its entirety. The script also conserved much of the metadata, including 

the author, publish date, language, headline, main image and lead paragraph in addition to the 

article's text, allowing a deeper look at the discourse shown in each article if desired. All of these 

files were saved in a JSON format, making it easy to import into R studio for analysis.

Data of this nature contains a lot of noise that is necessary to filter out in order for better 

analysis. Once I successfully compiled the articles into data frames, I turned my attention to pre

processing the documents so that my analysis would not be thrown off track by useless words. 

Considering the size of the corpus, this discarding of words essentially enables researchers to 

finely tune their analysis, since there is no way to actually read all the documents in corpus. After 

importing the scraped JSON files into a data frame and subsequently converting the documents 

into a corpus, I removed many of the words that essentially serve no purpose to the analysis. This 

included stemming words, or converting words to their base form, and removing punctuation, 
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capitalization and “stop words,” common words like “the” and “a” that have little meaning but 

still dominate the text. After one pass through, I noticed there were still some unnecessary words 

that dominated the text without giving addition meaning or context. For example, in my 

InfoWars corpus, I noticed many words associated with self-promotion on social media, like 

“follow,” “subscribe,” as well as links and Twitter handles like “infowars.com,” “https” and 

“@prisonplanet.” Since these words were mostly collocated with advertising their own channels 

and appeared in most of the articles at the bottom of the text regardless of the subject, I removed 

these as well. Once these steps were completed, I proceeded to tokenize the documents in R 

studio, where the remaining text was split into meaningful units.

Once these pre-processing steps were completed, the next phase was to convert the 

corpus into a format that would best suit topic modeling. The most common format is known as a 

Document Term Matrix (DTM), which describes the frequency a word appears in a collection of 

documents. In the matrix, each row represents one document, each column represents one word 

and each value is the number of times that word appears in that document. Even with the pre

processing steps, the amount of vocabulary can be vast since it includes all the terms for all the 

documents, and so the matrix will have a lot of zero values. To reduce computation time, I 

removed the sparse terms, words that rarely reoccur in the corpus, for both DTMs. After this 

processing, I was left with a vocabulary of 2,374 words in the InfoWars corpus and 2,289 words 

in the Sputnik corpus. After these steps, both corpora of documents were ready to apply the 

statistical model for analysis which I will describe in the next section.

Latent Dirichlet allocation

The topic model I employ for my research is latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), which 

essentially tries to capture the intuition (Blie D. , 2012) of a corpus of documents. LDA assumes 

that each document exhibits multiple topics and that each topic is composed of multiple words. 

For example, the document entitled “SJWs Build New Database to Shame People for ‘Insulting' 

Online Comments” taken from the InfoWars corpus is about a proposed database that will 

publicly identify people who post offensive comments on social media platforms, a practice 

known as doxing. This article includes words like “Facebook,” “Twitter,” “media” and “social,” 

which mostly collocates as “social media,” “social justice” and “Social Autopsy,” the name of 

the organization that planned to launch this database. Taking the article as a whole, it addresses a 

multitude of issues, from freedom of speech to cyberbullying. In this sense, Blie defines a topic 
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as a distribution over a fixed vocabulary (2012), where it is assumed that certain words have a 

high probability of occurring in a specific topic. This provides us with a more technical 

definition of a topic, compared to semantic macro-structure definition Van Dijk offers, and 

makes it easier for us to quantify and analyze the thousands of documents in the corpus in a 

replicable and systematic way.

Due to the assumption that topics were formulated before any data is generated, LDA 

relies on its generative process to reveal a corpus' thematic structure. It is able to show these 

multiple topics by first identifying topics that are most likely to have contributed to certain words 

in a particular document. Then, it can reveal what those topics might be about by examining the 

most likely words in these corresponding multinomials (Blie, Ng, & Jordan, 2002). LDA 

achieves this in two steps. First, it randomly chooses a distribution over topics, since each 

document is comprised of topics in a different proportion. From there, it examines the words in 

each document by randomly choosing a topic from the distribution in the first step and then 

randomly choosing a word from the corresponding distribution over the vocabulary (Blie D. , 
2012; Blei & Lafferty, 2005; Blie, Ng, & Jordan, 2002). Taking the previous example of the 

InfoWars article on the doxing database, we get a distribution that looks like Figure 1 (see 

Appendix). With 49 topics, this article appears to predominately contain words from topics 45, 

36 and 14, but it also contains smaller proportions of the others. This illustrates Blie's approach 

that each document contains topics in different proportion, and that each word from each 

document is selected from one topic, which is selected from the pre-document distribution over 

topics (2012). This is one thing that sets LDA apart from other models. While an entire corpus 

shares the same set of topics, each document will display those topics in a different proportion, 

as shown in the example.

A benefit to the researcher is that LDA is also designed to uncover hidden topics within 

the corpus. While the metadata in the InfoWars and Sputnik corpora was retained during the pre

processing, none of the documents have keywords or have information on the subject of the 

article other than the content itself. The 49 topics in the graph in Figure 1 were inferred by 

running the model on the data. Words like “social,” “Facebook” and “Twitter” were strongly 

associated with the topic 20, while the name Paul Joseph Watson, the editor of Prison Planet, is 

associated with the topic 15 and 46. According to Blie (2012), topic modeling's usefulness is 

rooted in the idea that the inferred hidden structure resembles the thematic structure of a 
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collection of documents. A document's words are considered the observed variables, while the 

hidden variables are the topic structure. Words are given a topic assignment which depends on 

their per-document word proportions. Observed words in a specific document depend on the 

topic assignment as well as all of the topics. In practice, a term is defined by looking up which 

topic it refers to and looking up the probability of that word within that topic.

This process does come with a major issue from a methodological standpoint. That is if 

the process is generative, how does the researcher know the correct number of topics to choose 

for the algorithm to be accurate? LDA's generative process requires defining a joint probability 

distribution over both observed variables and random variables., we calculate the conditional 

distribution of the hidden variables, i.e. the topic structure, given the observed variables, i.e. the 

words. To do this, we must divide the joint distribution by the probability of seeing the observed 

corpus under any topic model, also known as the marginal probability (Blie D. , 2012). However, 

this marginal probability can never actually be known for sure, and so topic modeling algorithms 

must approximate it. To smooth inference for my purposes, I used the collapsed Gibbs sampling 

algorithm to train the model to obtain an ideal number of topics.

Collapsed Gibbs sampling solves some of the inference issues previously mentioned by 

the use of random numbers. It is one of many methods used to estimate variables for topic 
models (Asuncion, Welling, Smyth, & Teh, 2009; Blei & Lafferty, 2005; Ponweiser, 2012). For 

each topic associated with a word at a certain position the algorithm updates that topic according 

to its probability distribution, and then moves on to the next word and updates that value 
(Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004; Su & Liao, 2013; Blie, Ng, & Jordan, 2002). The algorithm first 

analyzes the word assignments randomly. In each Gibbs sample, each word is analyzed against 

the corresponding entries of the current topic distribution. Then, a new topic is sampled and the 

words pertaining to that topic are updated based on the new topic assignment (Griffiths & 

Steyvers, 2004; Ponweiser, 2012). These assignments receive as few topics as possible and 

assignments of the same word receive as few topics as possible within the entire corpus. So if a 

word like “terrorist” in an article gets assigned to a certain topic, other words in that same article 

more likely to be assigned to that topic, and “terrorist” from other articles are more likely to be 

assigned to that topic as well (Murakami, Thompson, Hunston, & Vajn, 2017). Eventually Gibbs 

sampling converges to the true distribution of the topic for every word in the corpus (Su & Liao, 

2013). In order to set the parameters and run the model, I also used the Griffiths and Steyvers 
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(2004) approach1, which essentially examines the outcomes of changing the number of topics 

with Gibbs sampling providing samples of the posterior distribution over the word assignments. 

After running these on the both corpora, the topic numbers that gave the most empirical insights 

into the data were 49 topics for InfoWars and 50 topics for Sputnik.

1 There are multiple methods to determine the optical metrics for LDA modeling including those outlined 
by Arun e.t al. 2010 and Cao et. al. 2009. Additional methods include taking the harmonic mean from the Gibbs 
samples to measure the goodness of fit and measuring the perplexity of a held out dataset, which examines the 
possibility of overfitting. In earlier testing of the data, I did use these other methods, but for simplicity I included the 
results I got from the Griffiths and Steyvers 2004 method which corresponded the best with my hands-on validation 
when checking vocabulary lists produced by the LDA model.

InfoWars Topics

While the high number of topics did result in some instances of incoherence, the overall 

macro-structure did illustrate a complex but cohesive thematical constitution of the InfoWars 

content. The number of topics allowed for meticulous research into the nuance of certain subjects 

such as internet censorship or Donald Trump's America First philosophy. Although the LDA 

model does not show correlation, it was clear that many of these topics were related and could be 

categorized under a larger interpretive hierarchy. Following the practice outlined in the paper on 

the Czech language version of Sputnik (Špelda, Střítecký, Vostal, & Hynek, 2019), I grouped 

together several topics into an interpretive category with a common theme. When looking at the 

larger picture of the InfoWars corpus, five main broad topical categories emerged: a drain the 

swamp philosophy, distrust of government, existential threats, political correctness and the deep 

state. However, before going into a deeper analysis of InfoWars' macro-structure, I will first 

address a few possibilities of error from the LDA model.

After fitting the LDA model, the top 20 terms for each topic revealed a first look into 

what the corpus was about. Most of these topics were clearly defined by their vocabulary, such as 

topic 1, which is about Donald Trump with words like “Trump,” “president” and “Donald,” or 

topic 4 which appears to be about gun control laws in the United States with words like 

“second,” “amendment,” “firearm,” “gun” and “control.” The full lists are shown in the 

appendix. While the majority of topics appeared to be quite coherent, either by their top terms or 

with some deeper investigation, the LDA model still produced some topics that were more 

nebulous or just plain meaningless. Some topics were formed due to common words usage but 

had little meaning. For example, topic 2 contained mostly reporting verbs, like “ask,” “said” and 
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“interview.” Another case is topic 40 whose vocabulary consists of terms related to scientific 

studies, usually used as a means to justify whatever rationales InfoWars is utilizing in other 

subjects such as immigration.

There were a few topics that were coherent, but did not add any important information to 

the analysis. Despite filtering the custom stop words mentioned in the methodology section, 

some topics still appeared to be associated with the common promotion of the InfoWars staff. 

Topic 15 has to do with Paul Joseph Watson and the Prison Planet website and social media 

channels. This topic is the most prevalent due to the fact that this promotion is included at the 

end of every post he has written and that he is the most prolific writer of the InfoWars website. 

Topic 29 involves plugging other InfoWars staffers, such as David Knight and Alex Jones 

himself, while topic 24's terms refer to the vocabulary used to promo video content on the 

website. While this data does provide some insight into the corpus and is correctly grouped 

together in a topic form, I also argue that these topics can be disregarded when looking at the 

macro-structure of the entire corpus since these practices are common in online news.

Then there are a few topics that make no logical sense whatsoever as to why they were 

grouped together. Some topics appear to be relatively coherent at first, such as topic 5 which 

mostly relates to the backlash popular American hip hop artist Kanye West experienced after 

publicly expressing his affection for Donald Trump. However, other articles are grouped with 

that topic for unknown reasons. Topic 11 appears to have no comprehensive link in topical 

information at all.

These instances speak to the previously discussed criticisms of the LDA method. 

However, these exceptions were somewhat rare, and the overall model appeared relatively 

coherent when using human judgement to delve into each topic a little further than the top terms. 

Further research could involve tweaking the algorithm's metrics in order for increased 

coherency2, but I found that keeping the topic number high made it possible to extend human 

inferential abilities to detect the nuance within certain macro topics. When decreasing the 

number, important topics became less coherent, and the many of the meaningless topics 

remained.

2 Many articles in the InfoWars corpus contained little text other than a short introduction to video content 
on the website, which could also have influenced the emergence of some of these meaningless topics. Further 
research could include filtering more custom “stop words” but this runs the risk of excluding more meaningful 
information.
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While keeping in mind that some topics were discarded, an interesting finding was that 

most topics were almost equally prevalent throughout the entire corpus, with a few exceptions. 

Most contributed roughly 2 percent to the overall corpus.3 The coherent topics with the highest 

prevalence concerned government coverups and Donald Trump. While LDA is limited by not 

showing correlation between topics, many of these topics overlap with a distinctly anti-liberal, 

anti-corporate, anti-elitist sentiment.

Understanding that topics are hierarchical, the topic model produced by the LDA model 

showed an elaborate ecosystem of intertwining tenets. The table below shows how the topics can 

be divided into their larger interpretative categories. Many of these are already well known to 

those familiar with the criticism of Alex Jones and the InfoWars website, and so I will elaborate 

on some of the lesser known or publicized facets of the InfoWars website below while skipping 

over the more well-known ones.

3 Topics 46, 2 and 29 all showed more prevalence, but those were channels that either promoted InfoWars 
staff or were nonsensical.

Interpretive Category LDA Topic Description

Drain the Swamp 
(Liberal hypocrisy and 
the cult of Donald 
Trump)

2016 Election Emphasizes Trump's strength over other 
nominees

Clinton campaign Generally demonizes Hillary Clinton 
and those associated with her campaign

Mueller investigation Represented as illegitimate lies against 
Trump

Attacks on Trump supporters Events where liberals, especially those 
from the Black Lives Matter movement, 
attack Trump supporters in public

Mocking liberals on social 
media

Publicizing instances where liberal 
leaders appear bad on social media

Impeachment Regarded as an unfair political tactic by 
Democrats to remove Trump from office

Donald Trump Glorifies Trump as a strong leader who 
is honest and an outsider to the 
otherwise corrupt political arena

America First Features Trump's policies as beneficial 
to working-class Americans

Economy Democrats' economic plans compare 
poorly to Trump's America First

Previous administrations Framed as the reason for many 
economic and political problems
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Distrust of Government

Gun control Criticizes attempts to curb the second 
amendment and repeats the narrative of 
the federal government wanting to take 
civilian guns

Surveillance Focuses on privacy laws when it comes 
to data protection and other means for 
government spying

Health and vaccines Casts doubt on government 
recommended vaccinations by claiming 
they have unhealthy side effects

TSA and travel Looks at cases where people felt 
violated by TSA officers while going 
through airport security

Homeland security Highlights instances where the federal 
military is used in domestic affairs

Syria Equates Obama's actions as working 
with terrorists

Natural disasters Tends to focus on government's 
inefficiency in preparedness for natural 
disasters

Existential Threats

Globalism Blames problems with migration and 
economic upheaval on globalists

Migrants as rapists Equates all Arab migrants as sexual 
predators

Terrorism and Muslims Focuses on issues with terrorism and its 
links to Muslims and migration

Border Wall Frames immigration from Mexico as an 
unstoppable invasion

North Korea and China Praises Trump's handling of the North 
Korea's missile program and trade war 
with China

Political Correctness
Sexual Assault Characterized as feminists overreacting 

to normal male behavior
Racism Accuses black people of racism while 

focusing on victimization of white 
people

Social activism Portrayed as the work of overly 
sensitive Social Justice Warriors

Deep State Internet censorship Represented as liberal elites silencing 
independent voices with whom they 
disagree

Mainstream Media Characterized as corrupt, never covering 
topics that matter

Government Corruption and 
Coverups

Coverups orchestrated by high-ranking 
officials
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Bilderberg meetings Represents the event as the annual 
meeting of the secret network of people 
ushering in the ‘New World Order'

Drain the Swamp

When combined into this macro-structure, the largest contributor to the InfoWars corpus 

is the topic of American politics and the “drain the swamp” mentality made popular by Donald 

Trump's presidential campaign. These topics can be summarized by an ideology that assumes all 

career politicians are corrupt and working against the interests of the American people. There are 

several facets to this category, which can be broken down into three additional sub-categories: 

the cult of Donald Trump and his America First thinking, liberal hypocrisy and the 2016 election 

and its legitimacy.

The Cult of Donald Trump

The fourth most prevalent topic that occurs in the corpus is Donald Trump, which is not a 

surprise for a contemporary political website. However, Trump is by far the most favorable 

politician InfoWars has ever covered, considering its strong anti-federal government stance, 

which is discussed in another topic. After tokenizing the corpus, a quick sentiment analysis 

revealed that the word Trump has the strongest positive correlation in the entire collection of 

documents. While this overall category deals with the government cronyism as a result of career 

politicians who put their interests before America, the idolization of Trump is present throughout.

Two dominant representations of Trump resonate throughout the corpus: that he is 

indestructible and that he is looking out for average working class Americans. Many of the topics 

that deal with his America First mentality and economic measures tend to highlight how factory 

workers are grateful for keeping their jobs in the United States and that he is battling a legacy of 

policies that are detrimental to the average citizen. His trade war with China is commonly framed 

this way, as well as his animosity with European Union. In this sense, he is commonly pitted 

against globalists, who will be discussed more below. His indestructibility is often underscored 

in several topics, including the border wall, the 2016 election and the impeachment. The running 

theme in this category is that Trump is the rightful counterweight to liberal hypocrisy and 

corruption.
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Liberal Hypocrisy

The hypocrisy of liberals is an often topicalized issue on the InfoWars site, which 

primarily seeks to reverse most of the arguments lobbed at conservatives by Democrats and their 

supporters. Since Trump came to power, a common criticism of his style by the press is that it 

incites violence (Chokshi, 2018), relaxes attitudes towards sexual assault (Relman, 2020) and 

brings white supremacy into the mainstream (Goldberg, 2019). Topics within this category turn 

those arguments around and portray liberals as the hypocrites, calling out instances of violence 

against Trump supporters (topic 34), chastising Democrats for wanting to investigate Ivanka 

Trump's emails while leaving “crooked” Hillary alone or outwardly mocking politicians like Joe 

Biden with “creepy uncle” memes showing him in appropriately touching women (topic 39).

One of the most prevalent coherent topics in this category is the issue of violence against 

Trump supporters at the hands of liberals. Throughout the 2016 presidential election, Trump 

rallies were often cited in news reports for outbreaks of violence. Clashes between Trump 

supporters and Trump opponents were frequently covered, and often linked with racial tensions 

following Trump's initial refusal to condemn the Ku Klux Klan and its former leader David 

Duke (Domonoske, 2016). Despite the fighting, Trump was also commonly quoted as denying 

responsibility and referring to his rallies as “love-fests” (Criticism grows over violence at Donald 
Trump rallies, 2016).

InfoWars often topicalizes violence against Trump supporters by laying the blame on 

liberals. Topic 34 primarily consists of videos and reports of beatings and altercations against 

Trump supporters for benign actions like wearing a Make American Great Again hat or some 

other visual indication of their support. Some incidents are relatively harmless, such as one 

article where a father pays his teenage daughter to slap a MAGA hat off a stranger in a shopping 

mall, while others are more serious. Several reports show more extreme acts of violence, 

including beatings and other acts of aggression.

The Trump supporters are usually portrayed as peaceful, innocent people minding their 

own business and exercising their right to freedom of expression. Their attackers are commonly 

identified as black, leftist or members of the Black Lives Matter movement who instigate the 

violence by grabbing MAGA hats, yelling slurs and similar kinds of behavior. While it is 

documented that violence often erupts on both sides of the line, InfoWars never reports Trump 

supporters as the perpetrators of the hostility. The theme of liberal hypocrisy goes back to the 
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adoration of Trump as the hero of the American people and the best alternative to the 

establishment liberals who are untrustworthy and duplicitous.
Existential Threats of the ‘Other'

This category primarily concerns framing certain threats to security by means of casting 

migrants, especially Muslims, as untrustworthy violent enemies. While physical security is 

mentioned, usually in connection with terrorist attacks or escalations with North Korea, InfoWars 

regards the real victims to be Western values and attitudes that hold society together. In this 

sense, migrants and other outsiders are often portrayed as those infiltrating Western nations and 

tearing them apart from the inside.

Globalists

While specific actors discussed are characterized as a threat to Western values and 

society, the one that should be mentioned first are globalists. Globalists as they exist within topic 

13 are mostly contextualized with the workings of European Union, but most of these other 

topics mention globalists in some form or another as allowing these dangerous threats to 

infiltrate the West. Often EU nations like Germany are criticized for inefficient protection from 

terrorism by accepting refugees, championing multiculturalism and taking a liberal attitude on 

immigration.

When contextualizing the term globalist in the InfoWars corpus, it often collocates with 

negative terms that hint as maleficent actions. Words like “neo-con,” “kingpin,” “destructive” 

and “arrogant” are all commonly associated with globalists. Word co-occurrence also shows that 

globalist tend to be connected with secrete plans and trade deals, demonstrating the conspiracy 

thread that is common in the InfoWars website.

Migrants as Rapists

Since the 2015 migration crisis, the flow of refugees has become a highly politicized 

issue in Europe and the United States. Many European Union countries were faced with the 

dilemma of accepting refugees from war-struck countries like Libya and Syria when many 

claimed that this would be opening the door to more terrorist strikes in the region as well as a 

drain on welfare resources. The topicalization of migrants with violent crime is clearly illustrated 

in topic 35, where some of its top terms include “migrant,” “rape,” “Muslim,” “refuge,” 

“asylum” and “crime.” InfoWars approaches the topic of migration, which is the seventh most 
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prevalent in the InfoWars corpus, as a means for dangerous and violent Muslims to infiltrate the 

West as well as take advantage of Europe's good will.

In addition to equating migrants with criminals, this topic also tends to criticize those 

who are open to helping refugees as enabling crime and destruction within their countries, 

particularly Germany, Sweden and NGOs or other charities. The article “African Migrants 

Threaten to Kill Italian Cargo Vessel who Rescued Them,” (Watson, 2018) portrays Libyan 

migrants as mutineers who turned on their rescuers when they found out that they were not going 

to be transported to Europe, and the charities that pick them up as encouraging smuggling. This 

way, those seeking to help refugees can be seen as accomplices or enablers of violent crime.

The topic of Muslim migrants as rapists is commonly elevated within stories 

unnecessarily, demonstrating how this concept is central to the InfoWars agenda and ideology. 

Rape and sexual violence attributed to Muslims are often briefly mentioned in articles where 

they are not even the main focus, such as the video post “The New Sexual Puritans” (Watson, 

2017). While the main issue in the video is actually feminist views on sexual assault, Watson 

blames mass migration for the rise of certain acts of sexual violence, claiming that European 

countries are allowing the import of rape culture through the acceptance Arab male refugees. 

This also occurs in headlines throughout the corpus. The biased elevation of this topic where it 

essentially does not belong is an illustration of the overall thematic structure at play in InfoWars, 

saying that the prevalence of sexual assault is actually a product of intrusion from outsiders.

In addition to being characterized as violent rapists, Muslim migrants are also aggregated 

into impersonal statistics which dually serve to dehumanize them and give their presence a sense 

of immensity. A plethora of articles focus on studies regarding the changing ethnic demographics 

of Germany, Poland and other European nations due to allowing an influx of migrants. Watson 

also reports on a study in Sweden that claims 88 percent of gang rapists come from migrant 

families (Sweden: 88 Percent of Gang Rapists Have a Migrant Background, 2018). These are 

also paired with metaphors likening migration to an unrelenting force that is taking over the 

West. In an article covering the French presidential debates, the headline described mass 

migration as “unstoppable” much like climate change (White, 2017). Another article in this topic 

described a mini market in Nottingham where Kurds had pushed out the police, claiming it was 

their territory (Breitbart, 2018). These portrayals serve to emphasize the idea that mass migration
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is an unstoppable force that threatens the current traditional fiber of Western nations, rendering 

white non-Muslims to be outsiders in their own country.

While situations of sexual violence due to migration are topicalized, InfoWars ignores the 

plight refugees face in their homelands and the dangers of coming to Europe. Refugees are 

seldom individualized, except in circumstances of crime. The website instead characterizes 

migrants in this topic as untrustworthy criminals prone to sexual violence and depravity, and the 

liberal charities and globalists who welcome them as complicit in the destruction of Western 

nations from within.

Southern Invasion and the Border Wall

The narrative of dangerous outsiders is topicalized in the American context by covering 

illegal immigration and the need for better border security with Mexico. Similar to stories about 

European migration, articles in this topic typically portray illegal immigrants as part of an 

inhuman, overwhelming force that is overrunning the United States, and Trump's proposed 

border wall as the only thing that can stop this “caravan” coming from through the Mexican 

border.

The image of illegal immigrants as unlawful invaders of American is conjured through 

the use of aggregating the entire population and the semantic choices to describe them. The 

article “Texas Invasion: Agents Arrest 1,900 at Southern Border” (Salazar, 2018) articulates this 

very clearly. The text highlights arrests made by Texas officials along the Rio Grande Valley 

where only one of those arrested was an alleged gang member. It also mentions that marijuana 

was confiscated and that illegal immigrants captured are allowed to stay in the US with a 

summons requiring them to appear in immigration court, but most never show up to their court 

date. Another article entitled “Shock Footage: 1,000-Migrant Swarm Invades US-Through Open 

Border Fence!” (2019) shows video alleging that a regulatory board opened its border gate to 

facilitate water-related affairs between Mexico and the US and allowed 1,000 illegal immigrants 

to enter the US. The semantic choices of “invasion” and “swarm” paint the picture that the US is 

being conquered by an outside criminal and animal-like element. The subtitle of the second 

article even equates the “swarm” with a zombie horde.

While this topic is similar to the previous one on European migration, one element that is 

new is the glorification of Trump's proposed border wall, which received much criticism from 

other media outlets during his campaign and throughout his presidency. Many articles champion 
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the strength and practicality of the proposed wall. One example is “It Works! US Special Forces 

Unable to Conquer Trump Wall” (Salazar, 2018), which describes military troops unsuccessfully 

attempting to breach a prototype of the wall. In this instance, while US illegal immigrants are 

topicalized much like their European counterpart, InfoWars also represents Trump as the heroic 

warrior fighting against a secret invasion.
The Deep State

When examining the macro-structure of the InfoWars corpus, the image of evil globalists 

and liberal elites working all around the world to the detriment of the everyday individuals is a 

recurring theme. InfoWars generally topicalizing this ideology through far reaching connections 

about Big Tech companies, mainstream media and liberals working together to cover up 

corruption and influence public opinion. When grouped together under the larger interpretive 

category, these topics attribute to 12 percent of the overall corpus.

Corrupt Politicians and Coverups

Hearsay and rumors of government coverups, sex scandals and corruption are often 

topicalized on InfoWars, and have been since Alex Jones started the website. While the top terms 

list of topic 37 is extremely vague, in-depth reading of articles that show a high proportion of this 

topic reveal a common thread of suspicious behavior hinting to government coverups. This topic 

is also the most prevalent coherent topic in the entire corpus,4 thus demonstrating its importance 

in overall macro-propositions of the InfoWars website.

4 Topic 46 consists of Paul Joseph Watson promoting his videos, and so it is disregarded as relevant.

While many of the articles in this topic cover very different events, they are linked 

together with a common conspiratorial thread. Stories often topicalized include sex scandals, 

allegations of pedophilia and shootings. Many of these imply links to high-ranking government 

officials and other elites who are working together to cover up these events. The article titled 

“Las Vegas Survivor Abruptly Dies Days After Posting Eyewitness Account of Second Shooter” 

(Ambellas, 2017) had the highest proportion of this topic in the corpus. It recounts a Facebook 

post by a woman who lived through the mass shooting at a Las Vegas music festival who claims 

to have been chased by a second shooter. While the article does not explicitly state this, its 

juxtaposition of her death implies with her statements of a second shooter, which was denied by 

authorities, implies that she died under suspicious circumstances. Other events mentioned in this 
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topic that illustrate corruption at the hands of politicians include a story about Senate candidate 

Beto O'Rouke admitting to illegally using campaign funds to help illegal immigrations cross the 

border (Hedge, 2018), and sex workers threatening to expose politicians for passing an anti

trafficking bill that would endanger them (White, 2018). Reading between the lines of several 

these articles reveals the connection between cover-ups, sex trafficking, politicians and the Deep 
State.

This conspiratorial thinking is crystallized best in article that looks at Twitter's practices 

when banning users. The article “Twitter Censors Conservatives, But Won't Ban Pedophiles” 

(Robinson, 2018) draws the connection between politics, big tech elites and global leaders apart 

of the Deep State. She compares how social media companies will permanently ban accounts 

that “call liberals, politicians, and general lying scumbags out ... but can not scrape pedos off 

their platform (or what I'm getting at.. .they just don't want to)”. Later on in the article, she 

alludes to a larger, global network of people working together to silence those they wish: “Am I 

not supposed to notice that the second largest shareholder of Twitter now is a Saudi Prince and 

that maybe it has something to do with who they are prioritizing to kick off or not?” This helps 

illuminate this topic by showing how many events throughout the corpus are related this concept 

of a secrete cabal of business leaders and globalists are working behind the scenes. While the 

events within in this topic vary, they are drawn together by the clear strain of thought: that there 

is a network of high-powered individuals in collusion to silence dissidents and shape the world 

as they see fit.

Big Tech Censorship

Once the issue of fake news became mainstream, social media companies faced much 

public criticism for allowing conspiracy theories and hate speech to circulate on its platforms. 

InfoWars was often named during this debate, which subsequently led to its eventual ban in 2018 

by Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Apple, as well as many of its advertisers pulling their money 

(Williamson & Steel, 2018). Considering this, it is no surprise that Big Tech and its acts to limit 

the exposure of independent voices is a common topic on the InfoWars website even before its 

de-platforming.

InfoWars often characterizes the issue of censorship by tech giants as the work of liberals 

whose goal is to silence those who have different opinions than theirs. They tend to portray 

banned users as people who are criticizing liberal policies, as opposed to those who are openly 
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advocating or inciting violence and using hate speech. An article with a high proportion in this 

topic is “YouTube Bans Creator with Half a Million Subscribers After He Criticized Vox's Carlos 

Maza” (Watson, 2019). This article focuses on the YouTuber Black Pigeon Speaks, described as 

a vegan moderate centrist, whose channel was banned for “no reasons whatsoever.” Three 

elements of this narrative that are common in this topic are the ordinariness of the user who is 

banned, the arbitrariness of the ban and the link to liberals and mainstream media.

The portrayal of this YouTuber as a common person with opinions is meant to show how 

companies like Google are working against the average individual. The article's emphasis placed 

on the YouTuber's political standing and veganism serves to distinguish him apart from the 

stereotypical image of an alt-right radical. The focus on his popularity also illustrates that this is 

not a minority opinion, but rather the opinion of many people. However, an op-ed piece in The 

Baltimore Sun describes the Black Pigeon Speaks account as a right-wing channel that “rails 

against immigration, Islam, feminism and liberalism” (Gurbanov, 2016). In one video that 

blamed Jewish billionaire and philanthropist George Soros for the European migrant crisis, 

commenters made death threats and exchanged information on Soros' address. The video has 

since been removed from YouTube. The controversy surrounding the Black Pigeon Speaks 

account reveals that this user was anything but the average person just wanting to share a 

harmless opinion.

InfoWars often connects such bans with the mainstream media, hinting at a larger 

network of elites working together. The article “Bombshell Undercover Video: Twitter Engineers 

Admits Censoring Conservatives” (Watson, 2018) focuses on a video produced by Project 

Veritas, considered a disinformation organization, that shows Twitter engineers saying they were 

deliberately shadow banning conservative opinions on the platform. The article criticizes the 

mainstream media for not covering the video, without mentioning that it was produced by a fake 

news organization, and calls for big tech companies to be regulated to crush their monopolies. 

InfoWars also often calls into question the business practices of tech giants, characterizing them 

as monopolies that act against the interest of the American people. The article “Facebook Co

Founder Says the Power Mark Zuckerberg Wields is ‘Unprecedented and un-American'” 

(Watson, 2019)m which also has a high proportion of this topic, focuses on an 2019 op-ed 

Facebook co-founder Chris Hughes wrote for The New York Times, calling for regulation of 

Zuckerberg's power. In addition to the censorship of hate speck being topicalized as a violation 
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of individual freedoms, InfoWars attributes this to the work of a higher echelon of people 

working within these organizations as the culprits.

These three examples illustrate the topic that Big Tech companies like Facebook, Twitter 

and Google are working with the corrupt and hypocritical left-wing political elites to try to 

silence independent voices, such as InfoWars. The Black Pigeon Speaks story is particularly 

telling in that it depicts a YouTube personality as someone who might not appear to be the direct 

enemy of the left-wing, thus giving their concerns more validity with their wider audience. The 

video of Twitter engineers shows that mainstream media are in cahoots with tech giants, and the 

last example demonstrates the power of non-political elites in political matters. In many of these 

articles, InfoWars also directly calls for support from its audience by sharing banned videos and 

content on their social media platforms, framing this as an act of fighting for freedom of speech 

and independent voices.

Corrupt Mainstream Media

A persistent topic in InfoWars, which does not come as a surprise, is the continual 

discrediting of the mainstream media. The common narratives in this regard are either that media 

is making a big story about nothing, not covering an important issue because it does not fit in to 

their left-wing agenda and corruption.

While InfoWars itself is often referred to as a fake news website, they continually use this 

term as a signifier to refer to mainstream media in the same way, much like Donald Trump has 

done with news organizations like The New York Times and CNN. The corrupt narrative is best 

shown in the article “Exclusive: Surveillance Footage of Roger Stone Raid Appears to Show 

Authorities Directing CNN” (Watson, 2019). In this post, which is mostly contains embeds of 

photos from surveillance stringed together with some text, the article claims that CNN was 

tipped off and were at the scene an hour before FBI and police arrived. InfoWars also tends to 

repeat Trump's tweets that accuse CNN and other legitimate media outlets as being unfair and 

biased. When they are not portraying the mainstream media as a perpetrator of conspiracy 

theories or fake news, InfoWars casts them in the role similar to that of the overly sensitive 

liberals and Social Justice Warriors who are making a fuss about nothing, which will be 

elaborated in the next section.

Although not explicitly stated, mainstream media can be seen as another pillar of the 

Deep State due to their close connections with liberals and technology companies where they 
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work to mold public opinion in the favor of the elites, according to InfoWars' coverage. These 

kinds of stories aim to damage the credibility of more legitimate news organizations while 

InfoWars champions itself as an independent voice fighting for the truth.

The Political Correctness Police

Topic 20 is largely related to how political correctness is being used by liberals to silence 

the alt-right by labeling free speech as hate speech. Some of the top terms from this topic include 

“political,” “hate,” “speech,” “leftist,” “conservative,” “correctness” and “opinion.” While this is 

crystalized in one topic, its themes reverberate through how InfoWars tends to represent racial 

tensions and sexual assault, and so it deserves its own position as a higher interpretative 

category. Closely related to liberal hypocrisy, the repeated sentiment is that liberals are overly 

sensitive and tend to label opinions that are different than theirs as racist, sexist or hate speech. 

The difference is that by allowing political correctness to run rampant, liberals are actually 

allowing more violence to take place.

Overly Sensitive Social Justice Warriors

The topicalization of how political correctness is enabling violence is best examined 

through the social identity of the “Social Justice Warrior.” While this phrase was originally used 

in a positive sense to represent politically progressive people, its current use is mostly pejorative. 

According to Katherine Martin, the head of US Dictionaries at Oxford University Press, the 

word's meaning transformed into a negative connotation around 2011 when it was used as an 

insult on Twitter (Ohlheiser, 2015). The pejorative use was largely mainstreamed during the 

Gamergate controversy, which focused on sexism and harassment in the online video gaming 

community (Ringo, 2014; Young, 2016). Since then, its meaning is used to describe people who 

argue for political correctness online as arrogant, self-aggrandizing and only engage in such 

arguments for means of boasting their own personal reputation as opposed to having real 

convictions. The term is often applied to feminists, supporters of the Black Lives Matter 

movement and people in the LGBT community. A keyword in context search of the InfoWars 

reveals the most common descriptors of social justice warriors, which include words such as 

“insane,” “deranged,” “whiny” and “hysterical,” contribute to portraying them as overly 

sensitive, unrealistic liberals who contribute to a cult of victimhood.
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InfoWars, and in particular editor-at-large Paul Joseph Watson, often cover instances of 

SJWs where their endeavors in advocating for politically correct language appear ridiculous. 

One of the glaring examples of this is the article “Twitter Leftists Triggered by ‘Racist' White 

Skittles” (Watson, 2017) where SJWs are mocked for somewhat satirical Twitter comments on 

the candy company releasing white-colored skittles. Another example is the story “Museum 

Forced to Adopt ‘Gender Neutral' Pronouns for Ships after Offended SJWs Vandalize Signs” 

(Watson, 2019), where a maritime museum is said to have abandoned its traditions of referring to 

ships as female. “These kinds of deranged lunatics are being given power in society,” Watson 

writes. Both of these examples draw on situations where the newsworthiness is negligible. One is 

a reaction to an aggregation of tweets about a candy that was released a while ago, and the other 

is about a minor case of vandalism where it is not immediately known of if the assailants actually 

were SJWs. However, their topicalization despite their lack of newsworthiness shows how 

determined InfoWars is to illustrate the assumed idiocy of political correctness in the first place.

The Victimization of White People

The hypocrisy of political correctness and its facilitation in violence are covered in topic 

49. This topic espouses concepts commonly seen in many publications that illustrate an ideology 

of white dominance (Van Dijk, 1993 & 1991): one of blaming anti-racists of racism. Its top terms 

include “white,” “black,” “racist,” “supremacist” and “hate.” This topic often links black people 

and their supporters, especially those considered an ally of the Black Lives Matter movement, to 

be the ones that are actually perpetuating racism and a culture of political correctness that 

permits crime.

Political correctness is often related to allowing crimes to take place by topicalizing 

incidents where mainstream culture downplays violence against whites for fear of being labeled 

as racist. Some examples in this topic include the article “Church ‘Knock Out' Game Suspect 

Arrested, Locals Fear Crime Wave,” (Watson, 2015) where InfoWars covers the mugging of an 

elderly woman. In the incident, the woman's purse was stolen after being punched in the face by 

two attackers, described as “thugs.” The article assumes the issue of black on white crime is not 

being covered by the media for fear of being labeled as racist. Another article quotes an expert as 

saying the same fears of political correctness are preventing people from reporting suspicious 

behavior (Watson, 2017). While the previous topic equate political correctness as the ridiculous 
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behavior of the overly sensitive, this one connects it with allowing it to endanger vulnerable 

people.

Another element of the wrath of political correctness is that is propagated by InfoWars is 

that it ignores racism and discrimination against white people. A common narrative that occurs in 

topic 47 is white people being punished for being considered racist. One article entitled 

“‘Beloved' Professor Resigns: Missouri Witch Hunt Claims Another Victim” (Waston, 2015) 

describes an instance where a nutritional science professor decided to hold an exam when several 

students were afraid to come to class due to threats of campus violence. The article was amid a 

wave of protests on the University of Missouri's campus from black students who were fed up 

with blatant racial threats being thrown at them and the university administration's inability to 

act. University President Tom Wolfe, who is briefly mentioned in the InfoWars article, stepped 

down because of the protests. The professor in the InfoWars article, described as popular among 

his students, subsequently postponed the exam and resigned after several students complained on 

Twitter. Another instance of victimization of white people is the article “Germany: Police Ask 
Woman If She Has Right-Wing Political Views Because She Has Braid” (Watson, 2019), which 

portrays actions against a woman who claims that police profiled her as unfair and 

discriminatory. The common theme of these white victimization stories are that political 

correctness is unfairly punishing innocent people by equating their actions with racism and alt- 

right politics.

Adding an element of irony to the topic of racism, InfoWars generally covers issues that 

support the idea that black people are in fact the racist ones. Stories that represent black people 

as commonly performing hate speech without punishment serve to highlight the toll and 

hypocrisy of political correctness. One example of this is the story is “Activist: White People 

Should Kill Themselves to Atone for ‘White Privilege'” (Watson, 2016). This story focuses on a 

debate at Harvard University where a student won for the argument saying that suicide is an 

ethical choice for white people since today's world is a white world that flourishes because of the 

subjugation of black people. The article makes the point that if a white person said something 

similar, he or she would be publicly called out for racism. In the article “Viral Buzzfeed Video 

Shames White People: ‘Arrogant, Controlling, Selfish'” (Watson, 2016) criticizes a video where 

people of color are asked to respond with their feelings to the meaning of the word “white.” 

Watson goes on to say that if white people were saying similar things, they would be labeled as 
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racists and “that is because liberals have invented a new rule which makes it impossible for 

people of color to be racist.” By highlighting the hypocrisy of politically correct culture, 

InfoWars renders the concept of hate speech completely invisible. The topicalization of social 

justice warriors being overly sensitive and black people going unpunished for racist and violent 

behavior toward whites paints the picture of the harmful nature behind political correctness. 

Anti-Government

Several topics fall under the anti-government category, which mostly reports on 

inefficiencies or what it deems as constitutional overstepping by governments, from the 

international to the local level. Unlike the Deep State category, these topics are less about the 

secret networks of global elites than about sowing seeds of distrust with acting political bodies.

Common themes that occur are government mismanagement when facing natural 

disasters (topic 7), government conspiracies to seize civilian guns (topic 4), government spying 

on citizens (topic 38), the Transportation Security Administration abusing its power during 

airport searches (topic 19), health concerns related to government recommended vaccinations 

(topic 32) and backlash from government imposed rules in public schools.

While these topics have a general theme, this message of distrust in government officials 

is crystallized in the topic of Homeland Security (topic 41). The articles that have the highest 

proportion of this topic are mostly from the late George W. Bush, early Obama administrations 

and focus on the idea that US military troops are mobilizing to declare martial law on American 

citizens. Articles such as “US Troops in Homeland ‘Crowd Control' Patrols from October 1st” 

(Watson, 2008) and “Marines Establish Military Presences in San Bernardino County, 

California” (Nimmo K. , 2008) speculate that federal troops are using the guise of standard 

routines such as DUI checkpoints when they are really preparing to crackdown on citizens. The 

“Army National Guard Advertises for ‘Internment Specialists'” (Nimmo K. , Army National 

Guard Advertises for ‘Internment Specialists', 2009) doubles down on this theory by saying that 

this ad proves the federal government is planning on rounding up discontents. This category 

speaks to the anti-big government, pro-constitution stance that InfoWars has espoused since its 

inception. The conjectures in this category are commonly backed up with citing US federal and 

constitutional laws such as the Posse Comitatus Act and the Insurrection Act, which are meant to 

limit the power of federal military in domestic issues, the right to own firearms and to freedom of 
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expression. The main message of this topic is that government is an enemy of the people and 

should not be trusted.

Sputnik Topics

At first glance, Sputnik's topical structure was much more diverse than InfoWars, 

featuring stories from all over the world. Considering that I am no expert on the multiple 

regional dynamics presented in this corpus, I drew on a previous study that also used the LDA 

algorithm on the Czech language iteration of the website5 (Špelda, Střítecký, Vostal, & Hynek, 

2019). Upon examining these topics more in-depth, I found they did correspond to the 

interpretative categories Špelda et. al. (2019) used in their research and so I am repeating them in 

my macro-structure analysis here. These larger interpretative categories include: 1.) Between 

banality and sensationalism; 2.) Unsubstantiated external threat; 3.) And subtle order-making.

5 This refers to the soon-to-be-published (as far as I know) paper entitled ‘Sputnik's Digital Propaganda: 
Big Data and Machine Learning Analysis.' Although my study changed some of the key parameters presented in 
their research. Mainly, my number of topics was considerably higher (the papers states their topics as 17), and my 
corpus was considerably smaller (theirs was 40,000 documents).

Before analyzing the macro-structure, some of these topics could be disregarded as in 

with the InfoWars corpus. Topics 42 and 23 were all formed together due to similar word 

choices, like time phrases, but lacked an overarching detectable topic or theme. Other topics 

were grouped together because of repeated terms, but their subject matter was so diverse that it 

would give more insight into the corpus by focusing other topics. For example, topic 14 dealt 

with official statements from international institutions like the United Nations or the 

International Monetary Fund, or topic 50 which were introductions to the radio show “By Any 

Means Necessary.” Both of these topics covered a wide range of issues that it was more fruitful 

to examine the topics they covered, like migration or terrorism. Finally, there were some topics 

that did appear to have a cohesive subject, but were also somewhat obscured by random word 

assignments that did not tract well. Topic 19 demonstrates this by appearing to combine stories 

about the United States military with unrelated social media. These instances were few in the 

corpus and can be disregarded.

Although this issue occurred, the majority of topics did appear to give several coherent 

and understandable topics. Below is the macro topic structure of the corpus, borrowing from the 

Špelda et. al. paper. While each topic within in this corpus could be the subject of an individual 
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research paper, I have chosen a few interesting ones that illustrate the larger categories and 

explored some of the social representations associated with them.

Interpretive Topic LDA Topic Description

Between Banality 
and Sensationalism

Viral Content (topic 2) Bikini models, celebrities, children 
and cute animals

Popular Science (topic 16) Articles on electric cars, sex robots, 
and so on

Health news (topic 11)
Courtroom Drama (topic 31) Tabloid reporting on small or unusual 

crime, such as roundups of prison 
breaks

Space exploration (topic 22) Lunar and other space exploration that 
centers on Russia's role in the Space 
Race

Sport and competition (topic
21)

Russia's victories in sport as well as 
other non-athletic competitions

Plane crashes (topic 48) Tabloid coverage of plane accidents, 
while not mentioned ones that occurs 
in Russia

Unsubstantiated 
External Threat

Terrorist attacks (topic 4) Focuses on Spain where ISIS used 
vans to mow down pedestrians

Foreign influence from the 
West (topic 3)

Characterized as causing instability 
and terrorism

Russian military capacity 
(topic 43)

Military exercises involving fighter 
jets and warships

Government corruption and 
spying (topic 9)

Includes everything from the Panama 
Papers leak to the Mueller 
investigation to French President 
Nicolas Sarkozy's abuse of power.

Information war against
Russia (topic 7)

Addresses allegations against Russia 
and Russian officials

Brexit (topic 37) Demonstrates the weakening of the 
European Union

Elections in Spain and
France (topic 39)

Illustrates the political instability of 
Western nations

Social media banning (topic
13)

Frames Facebook as impeding on 
freedom of press for censoring its 
content

Constitutional law (topic 32) Covers stories where rule of law and
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Migration (topic 18) Portrays migrants as criminals, or
Western nations as violating their 
human rights

NATO (topic 26) Reports on NATO buildup on its 
borders

Subtle Order-Making Syria On-the-ground operations and 
counter-terrorism efforts

Negotiations regarding Syria 
(topic 25)

Centering on Moscow's involvement 
with the opposition groups

Oil market (topic 45) Looks at issues with the oil market for
OPEC and non-OPEC countries

Cooperation on security and 
other markets (topic 15)

Highlights international economic 
projects between Russia and regional 
actors

Foreign investment (topic
29)

Updates on China's New Silk Road 
projects, and other investments and 
infrastructure projects of regional 
actors

Daesh (topic 20) Emphasizes the role of Western 
powers in exacerbating the situation 
with Daesh

Balancing against the West in 
Ukraine (topic 1)

Criticizes US influence in Ukraine

Humanitarian aid and 
conditions in Syria (topic 33)

Casts itself as the hero in giving aide 
to Syrians while highlighting failures 
or inaction by Western powers

Regional dynamics in the
South and East China Seas
(topic 27)

Looks at potential power imbalances 
and criticizes US actions in trying to 
keep the peace

Stabilization on Korean 
Peninsula (topic 38)

Criticizes the US approach

Israel and Palestine (topic
40)

Israelis building housing in East 
Jerusalem

Gazprom and pipeline 
projects (topic 35)

Opposition to the Opal Pipeline

Iran Sanctions (topic 34) Critical of countries imposing 
sanctions, especially US and Germany

Diplomatic relations with
Venezuela (topic 28)

Recognizing Madura as president of 
Venezuela

Turkey's actions in Syria 
(topic 8)

Looks at Turkey's actions at stopping 
Kurdish fighter in Syria
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Banal but viral content

Topics grouped under the banality and sensationalism category include content with the 

specific purpose of being shared on social media. Most of the stories are light on factual 

information, but heavy on entertainment, featuring embedded pictures and videos from funny 

Instagram and Twitter accounts. Many articles assigned to these topics appear to be from the 

“Viral” and “Video Club” sections of the Sputnik website. The topicalization of viral content is 

something is common in most newsrooms and has become an inherent part of the journalism 

business model, especially in less established regional or local publications. Speaking from my 

experience as a professional journalist, while the newsworthiness of this kind of content is 

negotiable (sometimes the viral content can be particularly newsworthy) its topicalization is 

usually tied to increasing web traffic to help sell online advertising or, in Sputnik's case, to 

increase visibility with new readers.

Popular items in most social media feeds are bikini-clad women flaunting their bodies, 

puppies and cute kids doing something funny. Unsurprisingly, this is characterized by topic 2, 

which is the fourth most prevalent topic in the Sputnik corpus. The most topicalized content in 

this section is that of beautiful international women. The article with the highest proportion of 

this topic indicative of this kind of content is “Rear View: Emily Ratajkowski Exposes Her 

'Business Casual' Bum, Stuns Twitter” (2019). The story revolves around a picture the model 

posted of her torn jeans slightly exposing her backside. The sensationalistic aspect of this 

category speaks to topics that would appear in tabloids, meant to titillate and shock. Stories that 

run like a courtroom drama or movie script are often prevalent as are stories of plane accidents. 

These kinds of posts really speak to the Buzzfeed model that Sputnik was associated with when 

it first launched (Groll, 2014). However, most of the stories are not that politically controversial.

While taken in isolation these topics appear somewhat trivial in terms of fake news, 

looking with a bird's eye view on them reveals more about the intent behind them. When I was a 

journalist, a common saying in many of the newsrooms I worked in was “They come for the pet 

of the week column, but they stay for the news,” meaning we attract readers with lighter content 

and features and hopefully while they have our newspaper open they take a look at the more 

serious stories about government budgets and policies. Sputnik adheres to this tactic as well. 

Browsing through the website, these stories are listed alongside serious stories about foreign 

policy and politics. Additionally, many of these light stories serve to subtly bolster Russia's 
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international image, as it does by featuring its own history in the topics like space exploration or 

idolizing Russian beauty queens. As Špelda et. al. writes in their study, “It is the combination of 

the themes and genres and the ways in which they are connected that is significant” (2019). The 

fact that viral content is one of the more prevalent topics on the Sputnik website indicates that its 

possible many people who might not be overtly political may find themselves browsing puppy 

videos and bikini-clad women without realizing they are on a Russian propaganda website. 

External Threats

Although banal content is the most prevalent on its English version, Sputnik does not shy 

away from framing certain situations as external threats to Russia's cultural and political image. 

While this category is somewhat convoluted, Špelda et. al. explain that it aims to resurrect 

identities and relations that reflect a “collective self-hood.. .devoid of ‘bothering' external 

elements that are portrayed as threats to parochial society” (2019, p. 10). It achieves this by 

demonizing outsiders (primarily Western powers) while also emphasizing its own cultural 

heritage and capabilities. However, this is where my corpus research deviates the most from their 

insights. The English version of Sputnik focuses more on demonizing Western powers by 

emphasizing internal crises that highlight their hypocrisy on issues like human rights and 

ineffectiveness when reigning in rogue EU members. However, while some of these topics did 

tend to romanticize Russia's cultural legacy or military capabilities, the corpus lacked examples 

of idyllic folk life that was present in Špelda et. al.'s study. Instead these concepts were hinted at, 

but not front and center.

Information War Against Russia and Attacks on Freedom of Press

Topics 7 and 13 demonstrate Sputnik's use of discrediting its critics while also turning the 

argument around on Western countries. It does this by topicalizing issues, usually representing it 

is as “setting the record straight” on outsider reports of bad behavior and misconduct by Russian 

officials. Mostly concerning the subject of information war, topic 7 appears to be a face saving 

measure meant to directly address allegations against Russia, including issues like disseminating 

disinformation, Russia violating airspace during operations Syria, or aggressive behavior toward 

NATO. Sputnik typically turns these arguments around by quoting officials who claim that it is 

the West engaging in an information war against Russia. Many of these praise Russia's 
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capabilities and rich heritage while also laying blame on the European Union and the United 

States.

Similar to InfoWars, Sputnik's Facebook pages were shut down due to its promotion of 

fake news. This gave Sputnik the opportunity to attack the social media platform akin to how 

Alex Jones' site did, by calling attention to the United States' and the company's hypocrisy when 

it came to protecting press freedom. Many articles in topic 13, which concerns the website's ban, 

boost Sputnik's reputation by drawing comparisons to other established media in order to 

illustrate its legitimacy as a news organization while also pointing the finger at Facebook's 

actions as being politically motivated. In the article “Simonyan Urges Facebook to Explain 

Crusade Against Sputnik on Social Media,” (2019) Sputnik frames Facebook's actions as unfair 

by saying that the company targeted it because of content related to protest movements and 

corruption, making Facebook appear to be corrupt itself. In another article, Sputnik reports that 

their claims were dismissed by the mainstream media because they “were not interested in the 

presence of an alternative coverage of events and condemned the accusations as attacks on free 

media” (Sputnik Considers Removal of Agency-Linked FB Accounts 'Politically Motivated', 

2019). These stories portray Western powers as out to get Russia, deliberately planting fabricated 

information and trying to silence the “truth” with false accusations and censorship.

Constitutional Crises and Protests

European instability is often topicalized as a means to demonstrate how Western liberal 

democracy, as opposed to the Russian system, is failing. This is present in topics that include 

coverage of Brexit, the Spanish and French elections as well as government corruption. While 

topic 32 is somewhat broad by focusing on the constitutional issues, a deeper look reveals that it 

mostly concerns constitutional crises in EU nations and the United States while also glorifying 

Russia's constitution. This topic also includes some articles discussing constitutions in war 

stricken Middle Eastern countries like Syria, however, the documents that feature the highest 

proportion of this topic tend to focus on Western powers.

A common theme in many of the articles revolves around backsliding on rule of law in 

Central and Eastern European countries and the EU's powerlessness to do anything about it. 

Issues like Poland's consideration of laws that limit freedom of assembly and reorganize its 

judiciary are commonly topicalized along with the EU's inability to enact Article 7 and revoke 
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certain rights of its member states. Sputnik also tends to connect the former Soviet countries 

where these issues occur with its own cultural history.

This topic is not restricted to the EU. The United States is also featured prominently. 

These articles tend to focus on civil violations within the U.S. when it comes to issues like e-mail 

surveillance or use-of-force standards for police. In one article, Sputnik quotes an Amnesty 

International report on police violence as showing a “shocking lack of fundamental respect for 

the sanctity of human life” (Scathing Report: All US States Fail to Meet Police Use-of-Force 

Standards, 2015). Sputnik tends to contextualize this topic in a way make Western powers 

unqualified to lecture Russia on human and civil rights.

In contrast, Sputnik often portrays Russia's constitution as a means to empower its 

population. The article “Russian Constitution Day in Facts and History” (2014) recounts the 

legacy of its own constitution, saying that it enabled a strong separation of powers and gives 

citizens the right to defend themselves through specific provisions. So while Western powers' 

political systems, especially those of former Soviet republics, are flailing, Russia citizen's way of 

life is characterized as free and peaceful.

Another way that inner turmoil in the West is illustrated in Sputnik is the topic of the 

many protest movements permeating throughout liberal society. While topic 10 includes many 

articles on the Women's March, it is generally concerned with larger protest movements around 

the world, including anti-Islamic movements in Europe and Greece's bailout referendum. Two 

striking features of this topic are the emphasis on public discord along racial lines as well as the 

links to a glorified Soviet history. Sputnik's desire to liken such movements to its Communist 

past is shown in the article “Socialist Roots: Why International Women's Day is Ignored by the 

US” (2016), which is an interview with a feminist activist regarding the United States' desire to 

suppress holidays centered on socialist movements. So while these individual subjects provide 

nuance to several events topicalized by Sputnik, when looking at its macro-structure the image of 

domestic Russia as a stable land that inspires freedom runs in direct contrast to unstable and 

corrupt Western nations who are plotting its downfall.

Demonizing foreign interventionism

The issue of foreign interference and meddling from the West is one of the most prevalent 

and coherent topics of the Sputnik corpus. This topic looks at how regime change is often 

disguised as democratization and leads to further instability in affected states. The United States 
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and other Western powers are portrayed as the ones plotting the demise of certain regimes in 

order to replace them with pro-EU, pro-West puppets. Typically this is applied to the Middle East 

and post-Soviet spaces.

In the Middle Eastern context, humanitarian interventionism by Western powers is often 

criticized as creating a breeding ground for terrorism and destabilization. Many of these articles 

call attention to the United States' policies in Iraq, Libya and Syria as failed attempts at 

democratization that gave way to terrorist groups like the al-Qaeda and the Islamic State. Putin is 

often quoted as the wise leader who promotes steady societal changes with a bottom-up approach 

instead of taking direction from foreign outsiders.

In the post-Soviet space, Sputnik often attributes pro-EU sentiments as implants from 

Western elites for political or economic gain as opposed to the true feelings of the people. These 

countries are often portrayed as succumbing to major issues, such as corruption, economic 

collapse and social turmoil once democratization takes place. In the article “Land of the Free? 

US Think Tank Proposes Silencing 'Pro-Russian' Voices” (2016) Sputnik asserts that the United 

States has been strategically attempting to stoke the fires of a color revolution in North 

Macedonia to counter Russia and China's infrastructure projects in the region.

The European Union and the United States tend to be characterized as hindering states 

from development by enabling violence and dividing them from Russia. In an article covering 

the expulsion of Marko Djuric, the director of the Office for Kosovo and Metohija, Sputnik 

discusses the possibility of Kosovo shifting away from entering the EU, saying it has been 

holding the country back for a decade (Four Scenarios for Kosovo: From Frozen Conflict to 

Expulsion of Serbs, 2018). However, it alludes to the possibility of backlash from Western states 

that could result in a revolution or internal conflict.

Russia, on the other hand, is portrayed as the superpower with the rightful claim to 

certain regions, particularly due to its shared cultural history. Many articles on Ukraine refer to 

the country as part of the ancient motherland and its capital Kiev as the historic cradle of the 

Russian civilization. In this sense, actions by the United States and EU are seen as a means to 

interfere with any rapprochement between Russia and its former constituents.

This topic tediously sits at the intersection of the existential threat category and subtle 

order making, in that while it is mostly about criticizing foreign interventionism and lionizing 

Russian heritage, it also alludes to the problems that could materialize for Russia due to this kind 
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of world order. In the article “Orthodox Christianity: Civil War in the Church” which looks at 

divisions in the Ukrainian Orthodox Church, the writers says “.. .the US could then expand its 

divide-and-rule identity warfare strategy into the borders of the Russian Federation itself as it 

seeks to weaken the country from within through unconventional means” (Korybko, 2017). For 

this reason, Sputnik asserts that it is imperative for Russia to flex its diplomatic, political and 

economic muscles.

Russia's Way

The last category stipulated by Špelda et. al. is that of subtle order-making, where Russia 

is typically portrayed as a great superpower playing “a constructive, sanitizing and constructive 

role” (2019, p. 11) in world affairs. Its power brokering is typically depicted from topics 

concerning economic deals, such as topics including foreign investments, the oil market and 

cooperation with China in its New Silk Road strategy, to topics in the security realm.

Sputnik's topicalization of the Syrian Civil War is where its role as a great power is 

especially emphasized. Russia's status as a security power player is most prevalent in topics 

concerning peace negotiations and humanitarian aid. Negotiation efforts by the United Nations 

and other Western countries tend to be downplayed while the need for Russia's input is 

highlighted. This is clearly demonstrated in Sputnik's 2017 coverage of Syria's High 

Negotiations Committee, the umbrella body comprised of different opposition parties. In several 

articles, Sputnik criticized the United Nations for preferential treatment of certain opposition 

groups when organizing peace talks, while disregarding the pro-Moscow platform-a group many 

Syrian activists consider a pro-Assad plant (McLoughlin, 2017). The United Nations was 

subsequently blamed by Sputnik for obstructing the change of historic peace talks.

In terms of humanitarian aid, Sputnik's coverage serves to highlight Russia's actions 

while undermining the United Nations and Western countries' efforts to help those affect by the 

war. Articles in this topic often look at the conditions of those still living in the country. The 

article “Russian Military Delivers Over 12 Tonnes of Aid to Syrian Residents in 24 Hours” 

(2017) emphasizes the amount of aid given to the war victims while also noting that “the United 

Nations and other foreign states did not carry out any humanitarian operations in Syria over the 

same time."
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Conclusion: Bigoted Isolationism vs. World Order-Making

After the examination of both fake news ecosystems, the overall ideologies of the 

websites are stark. While both dedicate coverage to similar topics, such as internet censorship 

and migration, the thinking behind the scenes could not be more different. InfoWars expresses a 

bigoted, sexist, racist and somewhat isolationist ideology that fights against political correctness 

and establishment politics by hiding behind the constitution. It paints a picture of a network of 

evil globalists and Deep State affiliates who are plotting for their own gain, while the white 

middle class man suffers. Ultimately, InfoWars desires untrustworthy big government to stay out 

of individuals lives and keep to their own geopolitical sphere, except in situation where other 

powers need to pay homage to the United States, as in the trade war with China. The speech used 

to describe certain social identities, such as migrants, black people, women and the LGBT 

community are inflammatory, demonstrating how the website utilizing polarizing identity 

politics to gain following.

Sputnik on the other hand is far more subtle. Its language at first glance appears much 

more neutral than InfoWars, preferring instead to entice readers to its website with the use of 

seemingly mundane contain, something severely lacking in the InfoWars website. Once in this 

environment, Sputnik's world view of Russian superpower and the fallacies of liberal democracy 

become much clearer. This ideology upholds the collective identity of the Russian way life, 

characterized as free and traditional, while emphasizing the Russia's global power. Instead of 

appearing as an aggressor, Russia's geopolitical activities are portrayed as noble.

While this is just an overview of these websites, further research could reveal even more 

about the macro-propositions of these operations across the Atlantic. Correlated topic modeling 

could show which aspects of topics relate best to each other, or time sequence analysis can trace 

how certain conceptualizations have changed over time. With so much more to discover about 

the fake news arena, its resonance will continue to subtly seep into the public consciousness of 

those who consume it. The hope is that these ideologies never become naturalized enough to be 

considered common sense.
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Appendix

Topic Proportion for InfoWars article

Topic Proportion
0.2

0.1S

Figure 1: Topic proportion for article "SJWs Build New Database to Shame People for ‘Insulting' Online Comments" from the 
InfoWars corpus.
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23 russian, russia, state, intellig, cia, former, govern, deep, elect, us
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48 women, sexual, men, abus, woman, sex, accus, assault, girl, alleg

pic.twitter.com
http://www.facebook.com
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49 white, peopl, black, racist, matter, live, like, race, racial, racism
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Sputnik Top Terms per Topic

topic terms

1 ukrain, ukrainian, ria, novosti, kiev, republ, region, said, eastern, donetsk

2 one, video, r, show, photo, famili, time, like, read, name

3 polit, countri, govern, us, polici, power, note, war, analyst, state

4 attack, report, kill, peopl, injur, terrorist, accord, polic, said, media

5 saudi, arabia, yemen, arab, iran, qatar, riyadh, countri, princ, gulf

6 polic, offic, said, video, depart, incid, report, told, camera, show

7 russian, russia, moscow, said, sputnik, ministri, ad, foreign, told, vladimir

8 turkey, turkish, ankara, erdogan, kurdish, syria, kurd, will, oper, presid

9 alleg, investig, report, claim, intellig, accus, inform, former, evid, case

10 protest, women, peopl, children, right, sexual, demonstr, day, march, activist

11 percent, health, research, report, accord, studi, case, year, peopl, number

12 minist, presid, putin, prime, said, foreign, meet, vladimir, moscow, leader

13 media, news, report, facebook, websit, network, outlet, social, journalist, post

14 said, secur, govern, statement, nation, will, council, countri, continu, releas

15 cooper, state, russia, relat, countri, issu, intern, said, will, summit

16 system, use, will, develop, technolog, can, new, test, design, compani

17 trump, presid, us, donald, clinton, democrat, elect, presidenti, state, campaign

18 border, refuge, migrant, sweden, countri, immigr, swedish, migrat, asylum, europ

19 t.co, pic.twitter.com, train, https, forc, juli, armi, soldier, staff, r

20 daesh, group, iraq, terrorist, state, islamic, fight, terror, iraqi, countri

21 world, game, will, olympic, photo, athlet, cup, internat, team, footbal

22 india, space, indian, earth, nasa, launch, planet, satellit, delhi, will

23 year, new, will, time, may, last, two, first, week, one

pic.twitter.com
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24 us, state, unite, washington, said, report, depart, sputnik, offici, new

25 talk, agreement, will, meet, negoti, un, said, deal, peac, opposit

26 nato, defens, militari, allianc, poland, russia, europ, countri, will, polish

27 china, chines, south, beij, island, trade, sea, us, region, disput

28 venezuela, presid, countri, maduro, venezuelan, mexico, guaido, us, state, opposit

29 project, will, sign, countri, energi, new, develop, invest, econom, one

30 water, plant, power, fire, hospit, report, disast, damag, caus, accord

31 prison, car, arrest, charg, man, year, murder, gun, sentenc, drug

32 law, right, state, govern, parliament, constitut, legisl, legal, bill, new

33 citi, area, peopl, humanitarian, resid, camp, local, town, food, villag

34 iran, sanction, german, germani, iranian, merkel, deal, tehran, nuclear, impos

35 european, eu, gas, europ, union, commiss, greec, will, brussel, serbia

36 compani, million, billion, fund, tax, money, year, budget, pay, report

37 uk, brexit, eu, british, may, britain, minist, european, union, london

38 nuclear, missil, north, korea, treati, test, korean, south, ballist, weapon

39 french, parti, elect, franc, vote, macron, poll, le, presid, percent

40 israel, israeli, palestinian, jerusalem, netanyahu, gaza, embassi, state, hama, resolut

41 us, obama, presid, american, hous, washington, white, administr, cia, senat

42 data, protect, person, regul, use, polici, pleas, privaci, collect, inform

43 air, defens, militari, forc, aircraft, ship, fighter, missil, jet, navi

44 think, go, peopl, can, sputnik, like, will, say, now, one

45 oil, market, price, bank, economi, econom, trade, currenc, percent, will

46 syria, syrian, forc, terrorist, daesh, group, govern, chemic, attack, milit

47 court, decis, will, rule, said, ban, case, appeal, suprem, take

48 flight, plane, crash, passeng, airport, aircraft, airlin, tourist, travel, pilot
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49 war, afghanistan, pakistan, militari, afghan, taliban, forc, us, countri, civilian

50 univers, professor, join, studi, dr, school, research, student, today, discuss
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InfoWars Topic Prevalence
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Sputnik Topic Prevalence
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R Studio Code

Create corpus
infowarscorpus <- corpus(infowars_data, text_field = "texts")

Tokenize words and manually removed the puncutation, numbers, and stop words 
corpus.tokens <- tokens(infowarscorpus)
corpus.tokens <- tokens(infowarscorpus, remove_punct = TRUE, remove_numbers = TRUE) 
corpus.tokens <- tokens_select(corpus.tokens, stopwords('english'), selection = 'remove') 
corpus.tokens <- tokens_wordstem(corpus.tokens)
corpus.tokens <- tokens_tolower(corpus.tokens)

Remove custom stopwords
myIWstopwords <- c("www.facebook.com", "infowars.com", "@prisonplanet", "planet.com", 
"https", "pic.twitter.com", "t.co", "paul.j.watson", "subscribe", "follow")
corpus.tokens <- tokens_select(corpus.tokens, myIWstopwords, selection = 'remove') 
corpus.tokens

Cast the corpus into a Document Frequency Matrix and then a Document Term Matrix 
infowars.dfm <- dfm(corpus.tokens)
infowars.dfm2_td <- tidy(infowars.dfm2)

Remove sparse terms
Infowars.dtm2.sparse <- removeSparseTerms(Infowars.dtm2, .99)

Gibbs Sampling
burnin = 500 
iter = 1000 
seed = 1234
nstart = 5 
best = TRUE

IW.optimal.metrics <- FindTopicsNumber( 
Infowars.dtm2.sparse, 
topics = seq(2, 50, 1), 
metrics = "Griffiths2004",
method = "Gibbs",
control = list(seed = seed, burnin = burnin, iter = iter, nstart = nstart, best = best), 
mc.cores = 4L,
verbose = FALSE, 
libpath = NULL

)

FindTopicsNumber_plot(IW.optimal.metrics)

Fitting LDA Model

http://www.facebook.com
infowars.com
planet.com
pic.twitter.com
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k = 49 
burnin = 1000 
iter = 1000 
keep = 50
IW.LDA <- LDA(Infowars.dtm2.sparse, k = k, method = "Gibbs", control = list(burnin = burnin, 
iter = iter, keep = keep, seed = 1234 ))

Topic Prevalence

IW_beta <- tidy(IW.LDA, matrix = "beta") 
IW_gamma <- tidy (IW.LDA, matrix = "gamma")

top_terms <- IW_beta %>% 
arrange(beta) %>% 
group_by(topic) %>% 
top_n(10, beta) %>% 
arrange(-beta) %>% 
select(topic, term) %>% 
summarise(terms = list(term)) %>% 
mutate(terms = map(terms, paste, collapse = ", ")) %>% 
unnest()

gamma_terms <- IW_gamma %>% 
group_by(topic) %>% 
summarise(gamma = mean(gamma)) %>% 
arrange(desc(gamma)) %>% 
left_join(top_terms, by = "topic") %>% 
mutate(topic = paste0("Topic ", topic), 

topic = reorder(topic, gamma))

gamma_terms %>% 
top_n(20, gamma) %>% 
ggplot(aes(topic, gamma, label = terms, fill = topic)) + 
geom_col(show.legend = FALSE) + 
geom_text(hjust = 0, nudge_y = 0.0005, size = 3, 

family = "IBMPlexSans") +
coord_flip() + 
scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0,0), 

limits = c(0, 0.09), 
labels = percent_format()) + 

labs(x = NULL, y = expression(gamma), 
title = "Top 20 topics by prevalence in the Sputnik corpus")


